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ON A NONCOMMUTATIVE IWASAWA MAIN CONJECTURE
FOR FUNCTION FIELDS
MALTE WITTE
Abstract. We formulate and prove an analogue of the non-commutative Iwa-
sawa Main Conjecture for ℓ-adic representations of the Galois group of a func-
tion field of characteristic p. We also prove a functional equation for the result-
ing non-commutative L-functions. As corollaries, we obtain non-commutative
generalisations of the main conjecture for Picard-1-motives of Greither and
Popescu and a main conjecture for abelian varieties over function fields in pre-
cise analogy to the GL2 main conjecture of Coates, Fukaya, Kato, Sujatha and
Venjakob.
1. Introduction
In [CFK+05], Coates, Fukaya, Kato, Sujatha and Venjakob formulate a non-commu-
tative Iwasawa Main Conjecture for ℓ-adic Lie extensions of number fields. Other,
partly more general versions are formulated in [HK02], [RW04], and [FK06]. A
geometric version for separated schemes of finite type over a finite field is formulated
and proved in [Wit14], [Bur11], and [Wit16].
Building on the ideas of [Wit14] we will consider in this article admissible ℓ-adic
Lie extensions K∞/K of a function field K of transcendence degree 1 over a finite
field F of characteristic p. Here, an extensionK∞/K inside a fixed separable closure
of K is called an admissible ℓ-adic Lie extension if
(1) K∞/K is Galois and the Galois group G ∶= Gal(K∞/K) is an ℓ-adic Lie
group,
(2) K∞/K contains the unique Zℓ-extension of F,
(3) K∞/K is unramified outside a finite set of places.
We will formulate and prove a non-commutative main conjecture for the exten-
sion K∞/K and any continuous representation T of the absolute Galois group of
K which is unramified outside a finite set of primes (Thm. 4.4, Thm. 4.5). We
will also prove a functional equation for the corresponding non-commutative L-
functions (Thm. 4.16). From this main conjecture, we will deduce a main conjecture
for Greenberg’s Selmer group of T (Cor. 4.21), non-commutative generalisations of
the main conjecture for the ℓ-adic Tate module of a Picard-1-motive from [GP12]
(Cor. 4.33, Cor. 4.34), a non-commutative generalisation of the classical main con-
jecture for the Galois group of the maximal abelian ℓ-extension of K∞ unramified
outside a finite set of places (Cor. 4.35), and an analogue for abelian varieties over
function fields of the Gl2 main conjecture in [CFK
+05] for ℓ ≠ p (Cor. 4.36).
Let Zℓ[[G]] be the Iwasawa algebra of G and let Zℓ[[G]]S be its localisation
at Venjakob’s canonical Ore set S. Let C be the smooth and proper curve corre-
sponding to K and assume for simplicity that C is geometrically connected. We
also fix two disjoint, possibly empty sets Σ and Σ′ of closed points in C. To
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the representation T we will associate a certain Selmer complex SC●Σ,Σ′(T ). The
non-commutative main conjecture claims that SC●Σ,Σ′(T ) is a perfect complex of
Zℓ[[G]]-modules which is S-torsion and hence, gives rise to a class [SC●Σ,Σ′(T )] in
the relative K-group K0(Zℓ[[G]], S). Moreover, it postulates the existence of a non-
commutative L-function LΣ,Σ′(T ) ∈ K1(Zℓ[[G]]S) which maps to −[SC●Σ,Σ′(T )]
under the connecting homomorphism
d∶K1(Zℓ[[G]]S)→ K0(Zℓ[[G]], S)
and which satisfies an interpolation property with respect to values of the Σ-
truncated Σ′-modified L-function of the twist T (ρ) of T by representations ρ of
G.
The functional equation states that
LΣ′,Σ(T ∗)⊛εΣ,Σ′(T )LΣ,Σ′(T ) = 1,
where T ∗ is the dual representation, εΣ,Σ′(T ) is the global ε-factor, and
⊛∶K1(Zℓ[[G]]S)→ K1(Zℓ[[G]]S)
is induced by sending an invertible matrix to the transposed of its inverse.
Usually, one assumes that Σ contains the ramification locus of K∞/K and of
T , but we will show that this condition can be weakened. Moreover, our main
conjecture also applies to Iwasawa algebras over much more general coefficient rings,
for example, the power series rings Zℓ[[X1, . . . ,Xn]] and their factor rings as well
as rings that are itself Iwasawa algebras of ℓ-adic Lie groups.
Greenberg’s Selmer group may be identified with the Pontryagin dual of the
second cohomology group of the complex SC●Σ,∅(T ). The generalisation of the
main conjecture for Picard-1-motives of Greither and Popescu follows from the
special cases T = Zℓ and T = Zℓ(1) with Σ and Σ′ non-empty, the generalisation
of the classical main conjecture follows from the case T = Zℓ(1) and Σ′ = ∅. For
the non-commutative main conjecture for abelian varieties one chooses T to be the
Tate module of the dual abelian variety.
The article is structured as follows. In Section 2 we recall the K-theoretic frame-
work. As in [Wit14] we will use the language of Waldhausen categories as a con-
venient tool to handle the relevant elements in K-groups. In particular, we recall
the construction of the Waldhausen category of perfect complexes of adic sheaves
and the construction of the total derived section functor as a Waldhausen exact
functor. In Section 3, this will be used to construct the Selmer complex SC●Σ,Σ′(T )
and to analyse its properties. Section 4 contains the definition of the Σ-truncated
Σ′-modified L-function as well as the formulation and proofs of the different main
conjectures, including the description of the cohomology of SC●Σ,Σ′(T ).
Large parts of this article have been inspired by [FK06]. There has been previous
work on a non-commutative main conjecture for elliptic curves over function fields
in the case ℓ ≠ p [Sec06] and independent work on the MH(G)-conjecture for ℓ-adic
Selmer groups of abelian varieties over function fields [BV15]. We do not treat
non-commutative main conjectures for abelian varieties in the case ℓ = p, which
necessitates different methods. In the recent preprint [VT17], Trihan and Vauclair
announce a proof of the conjectue in this case.
This article is an extended and improved version of a preprint that has been
circulated since 2013. The author wants to thank A. Huber for suggesting to work
on this question and A. Schmidt as well as O. Venjakob for valuable discussions.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. The K-theoretic framework. We will recall some K-theoretic constructions
from [Wit14]. All rings in this article will be associative with identity; a module
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over a ring will always refer to a left unitary module. For a ring R, Rop will denote
the opposite ring. Recall that an adic ring is a ring Λ such that for each n ≥ 1 the
n-th power of the Jacobson radical Jac(Λ)n is of finite index in Λ and
Λ = lim←Ð
n≥1
Λ/Jac(Λ)n.
In particular, Λ carries a natural profinite topology. Note that a commutative adic
ring is always noetherian and semi-local [War93, Cor. 36.35].
Write IΛ for the set of open two-sided ideals of Λ, partially ordered by in-
clusion. To compute the Quillen K-groups of Λ one can apply the Waldhausen
S-construction to one of a variety of different Waldhausen categories associated to
Λ. As in [Wit14], we will use the following, which turns out to be particularly
convenient for our purposes.
We recall that for any ring R, a complex M ● of R-modules is called DG-flat
if every module Mn is flat and for every acyclic complex N ● of Rop-modules, the
total complex (N ⊗RM)● is acyclic. The complexM ● is called perfect if it is quasi-
isomorphic to a complex P ● such that Pn is finitely generated and projective and
Pn = 0 for almost all n.
Definition 2.1. Let Λ be an adic ring. We denote by PDGcont(Λ) the following
Waldhausen category. The objects of PDGcont(Λ) are inverse system (P ●I )I∈IΛ
satisfying the following conditions:
(1) for each I ∈ IΛ, P
●
I is a DG-flat perfect complex of Λ/I-modules,
(2) for each I ⊂ J ∈ IΛ, the transition morphism of the system
ϕIJ ∶P
●
I → P
●
J
induces an isomorphism
Λ/J ⊗Λ/I P ●I ≅ P ●J .
A morphism of inverse systems (fI ∶P ●I →Q●I)I∈IΛ in PDGcont(Λ) is a weak equiv-
alence if every fI is a quasi-isomorphism. It is a cofibration if every fI is injective
and the system (cokerfI) is in PDGcont(Λ).
By [Wit14, Prop. 3.7] the complex
lim←Ð
I∈IΛ
Q●I
is a perfect complex for every system (Q●I)I∈IΛ in PDGcont(Λ) and the K-groups
Kn(PDGcont(Λ)) of the Waldhausen category coincide with the Quillen K-groups
Kn(Λ) of the adic ring Λ.
If Λ′ is a second adic ring and M is a Λ′-Λ-bimodule which is finitely gener-
ated and projective as Λ′-module, then the derived tensor product with M induces
natural homomorphisms Kn(Λ) → Kn(Λ′). It also follows from [Wit14, Prop. 3.7]
that these homomorphisms coincide with the homomorphisms induced from the
following Waldhausen exact functor.
Definition 2.2. For (P ●I )I∈IΛ ∈ PDGcont(Λ) we define a Waldhausen exact functor
ΨM ∶PDG
cont(Λ)→ PDGcont(Λ′), P ● → ( lim←Ð
J∈IΛ
Λ′/I ⊗Λ′ (M ⊗Λ PJ)●)I∈IΛ′ .
Let now G be a profinite group which is the semi-direct product H ⋊ Γ of a
closed normal subgroup H and a closed subgroup Γ which isomorphic to Zℓ. We
assume that H is a topologically finitely generated and a virtual pro-ℓ-group, i. e. it
contains an open pro-ℓ-group. If Λ is an adic Zℓ-algebra, then so are the profinite
group rings Λ[[G]] and Λ[[H]] [Wit14, Prop. 3.2].
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Assume in addition that Λ[[H]] is noetherian. Then the set
S ∶= {f ∈ Λ[[G]] ∣Λ[[G]]/Λ[[G]]f is finitely generated as Λ[[H]]-module}
is a left and right denominator set in Λ[[G]] such that the localisation Λ[[G]]S
exists [Wit17b, Lemma 3.6]. Moreover, the K-theory localisation sequence for S ⊂
Λ[[G]] splits into short split exact sequences [Wit13b, Cor. 3.3]. In particular, we
obtain a split exact sequence
0→ K1(Λ[[G]]) → K1(Λ[[G]]S) dÐ→ K0(Λ[[G]], S) → 0.
We will describe this sequence in more detail, introducing the following Wald-
hausen categories.
Definition 2.3. Let Λ be any adic Zℓ-algebra and G =H ⋊Γ with Γ ≅ Zℓ and H a
topologically finitely generated virtual pro-ℓ-group. We write PDGcont,wH(Λ[[G]])
for the full Waldhausen subcategory of PDGcont(Λ[[G]]) of objects (P ●J)J∈IΛ[[G]]
such that
lim←Ð
J∈IΛ[[G]]
P ●J
is a perfect complex of Λ[[H]]-modules.
We write wHPDG
cont(Λ[[G]]) for the Waldhausen category with the same ob-
jects, morphisms and cofibrations as PDGcont(Λ[[G]]), but with a new set of weak
equivalences given by those morphisms whose cones are objects of the category
PDG
cont,wH(Λ[[G]]).
If Λ[[H]] is noetherian, we may then identify for all n ≥ 0
(2.1)
Kn(Λ[[G]], S) = Kn(PDGcont,wH(Λ[[G]])),
Kn+1(Λ[[G]]S) = Kn+1(wHPDGcont(Λ[[G]]))
[Wit14, § 4]. For example, Λ[[H]] is noetherian if Λ is a commutative adic Zℓ-
algebra and H is a compact ℓ-adic Lie group [Wit13b, Cor. 3.4].
If Λ[[H]] is not noetherian, then S fails to be a left or right denominator set in
general [Wit17b, Ex. 3.7]. We will then take (2.1) as a sensible definition such that
the splitting result [Wit13b, Cor. 3.3] remains true.
In particular, K0(Λ[[G]], S) is the abelian group generated by the symbols [P ●]
with P ● an object in PDGcont,wH(Λ[[G]]) modulo the relations
[P ●] = [Q●] if P ● and Q● are quasi-isomorphic,
[P ●2 ] = [P ●1 ] + [P ●3 ] if 0→ P ●1 → P ●2 → P ●3 → 0 is an exact sequence.
The groups K1(Λ[[G]]) and K1(Λ[[G]]S) are generated by the symbols [f ⟳
P ●] where f ∶P ● → P ● is an endomorphism that is a weak equivalence in the
Waldhausen categories PDGcont(Λ[[G]]) and wHPDGcont(Λ[[G]]), respectively
[Wit14, Prop. 3.10]. The map K1(Λ[[G]]) → K1(Λ[[G]]S) is the obvious one; the
boundary map
d∶K1(Λ[[G]]S)→ K0(Λ[[G]], S)
is given by
d[f ⟳ P ●] = −[Cone(f)●]
where Cone(f)● denotes the cone of f [Wit14, Thm. A.5]. (We note that other
authors use −d instead.)
Remark 2.4. Let M be an Λ[[G]]-module which has a resolution by a strictly
perfect complex of Λ[[H]]-modules Q●. By [Wit17b, Lemma 3.11], M then also
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has a resolution by a strictly perfect complex P ● of Λ[[G]]-modules. We may
identify P ● with the object
(Λ[[G]]/J ⊗Λ[[G]] P ●)J∈IΛ[[G]]
in PDGcont,wH(Λ[[G]]) and set
[M] ∶= [P ●] ∈ K0(Λ[[G]], S).
Note that [M] does not depend on the particular choice of the resolutions P ● or
Q●.
Fix a second adic Zℓ-algebra Λ
′ and let ρ be a Λ′-Λ[[G]]-bimodule which is
finitely generated and projective as Λ′-module. Consider
Eρ ∶= Λ
′[[Γ]]⊗Λ′ ρ
as Λ′[[Γ]]-Λ[[G]]-bimodule with the left Γ-operation on the first factor Λ′[[Γ]] and
the right diagonal operation of g ∈ G by its image in Γ on Λ′[[Γ]] and by g on ρ.
Note that
ΨEρ ∶PDG
cont(Λ[[G]]) → PDGcont(Λ′[[Γ]])
takes objects of PDGcont,wH(Λ[[G]]) to objects of w1PDGcont,w1(Λ′[[Γ]]) , where
1 denotes the trivial subgroup of Γ [Wit14, Prop. 4.6].
We define the evaluation map
(2.2) Φρ∶K1(Λ[[G]]S)→ K1(Λ′[[Γ]]S)
as the map induced by ΨEρ on the K-groups. If Λ
′ = Λ = Zℓ, then ρ corresponds to
a representation ρ♯ of G over Zℓ by considering the left action of g ∈ G on ρ by g
−1.
Beware that we deviate from the sign convention used in [CFK+05, (22)]. In terms
of the cited article, our Φρ corresponds to the evaluation at the representation dual
to ρ♯.
Assume that R is a commutative, local, and regular adic Zℓ-algebra. By the
Cohen Structure Theorem [Bou89, Ch. VIII, §5, Thm. 2], we have
R ≅ R0[[X1, . . . ,Xn]],
where R0 is either a finite field of characteristic ℓ or the valuation ring of a finite
field extension of Qℓ and X1, . . . ,Xn are indeterminates. In particular, we may
identify R with the profinite group algebra of Znℓ with coefficients in R0.
If G = H ⋊ Γ is a ℓ-adic Lie group without elements of order ℓ, then the rings
R[[G]] and R[[H]] are both noetherian and of finite global dimension [Bru66,
Thm. 4.1]. Let NH(R[[G]]) denote the abelian category of finitely generated
R[[G]]-modules which are also finitely generated as R[[H]]-modules. Note that
K0(PDGcont,wH(R[[G]])) → K0(NH(R[[G]])),
[(P ●I )I∈IR[[G]]]↦
∞
∑
i=−∞
(−1)i[Hi( lim←Ð
I∈IR[[G]]
P ●I )](2.3)
is an isomorphism. The inverse is given by the construction in Rem. 2.4.
If the quotient field of R is of characteristic 0, one may also consider the abelian
category MH(R[[G]]) of finitely generated R[[G]]-modules whose ℓ-torsion-free
part is finitely generated as R[[H]]-module and the left denominator set
S∗ ∶=⋃
n
ℓnS ⊂ R[[G]].
Still assuming that G has no element of order ℓ it is known that the natural maps
K1(R[[G]]S)→ K1(R[[G]]S∗), K0(NH(R[[G]])) → K0(MH(R[[G]]))
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are split injective [BV11, Prop. 3.4] and fit into a commutative diagram
0 // K1(R[[G]]) //
=

K1(R[[G]]S) d //

K0(NH(R[[G]])) //

0
0 // K1(R[[G]]) // K1(R[[G]]S∗) d // K0(MH(R[[G]])) // 0
In particular, an identity of the type f = dg in K0(NH(R[[G]])) will imply a cor-
responding identity in K0(MH(R[[G]])). It is MH(R[[G]]) which plays a central
role in the original formulation of the non-commutative Iwasawa Main Conjecture
[CFK+05]. However, we will not make use of MH(R[[G]]) in the following.
2.2. Perfect complexes of adic sheaves. In this section we recall some con-
structions from [Wit08, § 5.4–5.5].
Let X be a separated scheme of finite type over a finite field F (We will only
need the case dimX ≤ 1). Recall that for a finite ring R, a complex F ● of e´tale
sheaves of left R-modules on X is called strictly perfect if it is strictly bounded and
each F n is constructible and flat. It is perfect if it is quasi-isomorphic to a strictly
perfect complex. We call it DG-flat if for each geometric point of X , the complex
of stalks is DG-flat.
Definition 2.5. LetX be a separated scheme of finite type over a finite field and let
Λ be an adic ring. The category of perfect complexes of adic sheaves PDGcont(X,Λ)
is the following Waldhausen category. The objects of PDGcont(X,Λ) are inverse
systems (F ●I )I∈IΛ such that:
(1) for each I ∈ IΛ, F
●
I is DG-flat perfect complex of e´tale sheaves of Λ/I-
modules on X ,
(2) for each I ⊂ J ∈ IΛ, the transition morphism
ϕIJ ∶F
●
I → F
●
J
of the system induces an isomorphism
Λ/J ⊗Λ/I F ●I ∼Ð→ F ●J .
Weak equivalences and cofibrations are defined as in Def. 2.1.
For an arbitrary inverse system F ∶= (FI)I∈IΛ of sheaves of Λ-modules on X
we let Hk(X,F ) denote the k-th continuous cohomology [Jan88, §3]. Likewise, we
write Hk(X,F ) for the continuous cohomology over the base change X of X with
respect to a fixed algebraic closure of F.
Assume that either X is proper or that the characteristic of F is a unit in Λ.
Using Godement resolution we construct in [Wit08, Def. 5.4.13] Waldhausen exact
functors
RΓ(X, ⋅),RΓ(X, ⋅)∶PDGcont(X,Λ)→ PDGcont(Λ)
such that for each (FI)I∈IΛ in PDGcont(X,Λ) concentrated in degree 0, we have
Hi(X, (FI)I∈IΛ) = lim←Ð
I∈IΛ
Hi(X,FI) = Hi( lim←Ð
I∈IΛ
RΓ(X, (FI)I∈IΛ)),
Hi(X, (FI)I∈IΛ) = lim←Ð
I∈IΛ
Hi(X,FI) = Hi( lim←Ð
I∈IΛ
RΓ(X, (FI)I∈IΛ)).
Moreover, there is an exact sequence
0→ RΓ(X, ⋅)→ RΓ(X, ⋅) id−FFÐÐÐ→ RΓ(X, ⋅) → 0
where FF denotes the geometric Frobenius over F acting on X [Wit08, Prop. 6.1.2].
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We also recall that given a second adic ring Λ′ and a Λ′-Λ-bimodule M which is
finitely generated and projective as Λ′-module, we may extend ΨM to a Waldhausen
exact functor
ΨM ∶PDG
cont(X,Λ)→ PDGcont(X,Λ′),
(P ●J)J∈IΛ ↦ ( lim←Ð
J∈IΛ
M/IM ⊗Λ PJ ●)I∈IΛ′
such that
ΨM RΓ(X,P ●) → RΓ(X,ΨM(P ●)),
ΨM RΓ(X,P ●) → RΓ(X,ΨM(P ●))
are quasi-isomorphisms in PDGcont(Λ′) [Wit08, Prop. 5.5.7].
3. Selmer complexes
Selmer complexes have been introduced by Nekova´rˇ in [Nek06]. They are perfect
complexes defined by modifying Galois cohomology by certain local conditions. In
the geometric situation, one can identify the cohomology of the Selmer complexes
with the e´tale cohomology of certain constructible sheaves. This is the point of
view that we are adapting in the present article. In order to associate in a canonical
manner classes in K-groups to these complexes, we will construct them as elements
of the Waldhausen categories introduced in the previous section.
We point out that the constructions given in this section also work in the num-
ber field case. The interested reader may consult [Wit17a, Ch. 5] for a detailed
exposition.
3.1. Notational conventions. In the following, we let K denote a fixed function
field of characteristic p > 0, i. e. a field of transcendence degree 1 over Fp. We also
fix a separable closure K of K and write GalK for the Galois group of K/K. Let F
denote the algebraic closure of Fp inside K and F the algebraic closure of F inside
K. We let
q ∶= p[F∶Fp]
denote the number of elements of F.
For a fixed prime number ℓ, we write Fcyc/F for the unique Zℓ-extension of F
and write Kcyc for the composite field FcycK.
Write C for the smooth and projective curve over F whose closed points are the
places of K. Note that by the definition of F, C is geometrically connected. This is
a convenient, but not necessary restriction. One can proceed as in [Wit14] to deal
also with the non-connected case.
For any open dense subscheme U of C and any extension field L of K inside K,
we write UL for the normalisation of U in L and jL∶SpecL→ UL for the canonical
inclusion of the generic point. More generally, for any open subscheme V of C, we
will write jU ∶U → V for the inclusion of an open subscheme U of V and iΣ∶Σ → V
for the inclusion of a closed subscheme Σ of V .
Furthermore, we fix for each closed point v ∈ C a strict henselisation of the local
ring at v inside K. We write Iv ⊂ Dv ⊂ GalK for the corresponding inertia group
and decomposition group, ξv for the geometric point over v corresponding to the
residue field of the strict henselisation, and Fv for the corresponding geometric
Frobenius at ξv. We let F(v) denote the residue field of v and deg(v) ∶= [F(v) ∶ F]
the degree of v over F.
For any compact or discrete abelian group A we let
A∨ ∶= Homcont(A,R/Z)
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denote its Pontryagin dual.
If ℓ ≠ p, let εcyc∶GalK → Z×ℓ denote the cyclotomic character:
σ(ζ) = ζεcyc(σ)
for any ℓk-th root of unity ζ ∈K and any σ ∈ GalK . If k ∈ Z and T is a GalK-module,
we let T (k) denote the k-th Tate twist of T , i. e. the GalK-module obtained from
T by multiplying the action of GalK by ε
k
cyc.
3.2. Admissible extensions and finitely ramified representations. Fix a
prime number ℓ.
Definition 3.1. An extension K∞/K inside K is called an admissible extension if
(1) K∞/K is Galois and unramified outside a finite set of places.
(2) K∞ contains Kcyc,
(3) Gal(K∞/Kcyc) is a topologically finitely generated virtual pro-ℓ-group.
If K∞/K is an admissible extension, we let G ∶= Gal(K∞/K) denote its Galois
group and set H ∶= Gal(K∞/Kcyc), Γ ∶= Gal(Kcyc/K). We may then choose a
continuous splitting Γ → G to identify G with the corresponding semi-direct product
G =H ⋊ Γ. Note that we do not assume that G is an ℓ-adic Lie group.
Definition 3.2. Let Λ be an adic ring. We call a compact Λ[[GalK]]-module T a
finitely ramified representation of GalK over Λ if
(1) it is finitely generated and projective as Λ-module,
(2) T is unramified outside a finite set of places, i. e. the set
{v ∈ C ∣ T Iv ≠ T}
is finite.
Recall that for a finite ring R, taking the stalk in the geometric point SpecK is
an equivalence of categories between the category of e´tale sheaves of R-modules on
SpecK and the category of discrete R[[GalK]]-modules [Mil80, Thm. II.1.9]. In
our notation, we will not distinguish between the discrete R[[GalK]]-module and
the corresponding sheaf on SpecK.
A finitely ramified representation T of GalK over an adic ring Λ then corresponds
to a projective system of sheaves on SpecK. We want to consider the system of
direct image sheaves under the inclusion
jF ∶SpecF → U.
of the generic point into the open, dense subscheme U of C. However, the naive
definition, applying jK∗ to each element of the system, does not necessarily lead to
an adic sheaf in our sense. We will consider a stabilised version instead, redefining
the direct image sheaf as follows.
Definition 3.3. Let Λ be an adic ring, U ⊂ C an open non-empty subscheme and
T a finitely ramified representation of GalK over Λ. We define an inverse system
of e´tale sheaves of Λ-modules jK∗T ∶= (jK∗TI)I∈IΛ on U by setting
jK∗TI ∶= lim←Ð
J∈IΛ
Λ/I ⊗Λ jK∗T /JT.
Proposition 3.4. Let Λ be an adic ring and T be a finitely ramified representation
of GalK over Λ such that T
Iv is a finitely generated Λ-module for each closed point
v of U . Then jK∗TI is a constructible e´tale sheaf of Λ/I-modules on U for any
I ∈ IΛ. If v is a closed point of U , then the stalk of jK∗TI in the geometric point
ξv is given by (jK∗TI)ξv = Λ/I ⊗Λ T Iv .
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In particular, jK∗T is an object in PDG
cont(U,Λ) if T Iv is a finitely generated
projective Λ-module for each closed point v of U .
Proof. Let V be the open complement of U by the set of points v with T Iv ≠ T .
Consider a connected e´tale open set W of V and let L ⊂K be the function field of
W . Then for any J ⊂ I
(Λ/I ⊗Λ jK∗T /JT )(W ) = (T /IT )GalL = (jK∗T /IT )(W ).
In particular, the restriction of Λ/I⊗ΛjK∗T /JT to V is a locally constant e´tale sheaf
of Λ/I-modules which is independent of J . Now the category of e´tale sheaves of Λ/I-
modules on U which are locally constant on V is equivalent to the category of tuples(M, (Mv, φv)v∈U−V ) whereM is a discrete Λ/I[[GalK]]-module unramified over V ,
the Mv are discrete GalF(v)-modules, and φv ∶Mv → MIv are homomorphisms of
discrete GalF(v)-modules [Mil80, Ex. II.3.16].
By the above considerations, it is clear that the projective limit of the system(Λ/I⊗Λ jK∗T /JT )J∈IΛ exists in the category of e´tale sheaves of Λ/I-modules which
are locally constant on V and coincides with the projective limit taken in the
category of all e´tale sheaves of Λ/I-modules. Moreover, it corresponds to the tuple
(T /IT, ( lim←Ð
J∈IΛ
Λ/I ⊗Λ (T /JT )Iv , φv ∶ lim←Ð
J∈IΛ
Λ/I ⊗Λ (T /JT )Iv → (T /IT )Iv)v∈U−V ).
Beware that the projective limit
lim←Ð
J∈IΛ
Λ/I ⊗Λ (T /JT )Iv
is a priori taken in the category of discrete Λ/I[[GalF(v)]]-modules (i. e. such that
the stabiliser of every element is open in GalF(v)).
In the category of abstract Λ/I[[GalF(v)]]-modules, we have
lim←Ð
J∈IΛ
Λ/I ⊗Λ (T /JT )Iv = Λ/I ⊗Λ lim←Ð
J∈IΛ
(T /JT )Iv = Λ/I ⊗Λ T Iv .
Here, the first equality is justified because projective limits of finite Λ/I-modules
are exact and because Λ/I is finitely presented as Λop-module: In any adic ring
Λ, the Jacobson radical Jac(Λ) is finitely generated both as left and as right ideal
[War93, Thm. 36.39]. Therefore, the same is true for all open ideals I ∈ IΛ and
thus, Λ/I is a finitely presented Λop-module.
By assumption, T Iv is a finitely generated Λ-module. Hence, Λ/I⊗ΛT Iv is finite
and the equality
lim←Ð
J∈IΛ
Λ/I ⊗Λ (T /JT )Iv = Λ/I ⊗Λ T Iv
also holds in the category of discrete Λ/I[[GalF(v)]]-modules. This shows that
jK∗TI is constructible and that the stalks have the given form.
From the description of the stalks it is also immediate that
Λ/I ⊗Λ/J jK∗TJ ≅ jK∗TI
such that jK∗T is indeed an object of PDG
cont(U,Λ) if T Iv is finitely generated
and projective for all closed points v in U . 
Remark 3.5. Note that if Λ is noetherian, T Iv is automatically finitely generated.
For general adic rings Λ, this is not true. Assume that ℓ is a prime dividing p−1 and
let Λ be the power series ring over Fℓ in three non-commuting indeterminates a, b, c,
modulo the relations ab = 0, ac = ca, (b + 1)(c + 1) = (c + 1)(b + 1)p. Set K = Fp(t)
and let K∞ =Kcyc( ℓ∞√t) be the Kummer extension of Kcyc obtained by adjoining
all ℓn-th roots of t. Let v be the point of SpecFp[t] corresponding to the prime
ideal (t). Then K∞/K is unramified over the complement U of v in SpecFp[t] and
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K∞/Kcyc is totally and tamely ramified in v. The Galois group G = Gal(K∞/K)
is the pro-ℓ-group topologically generated by two elements τ and σ, subject to the
relation στ = τpσ. We obtain a finitely ramified representation T of GalK over Λ by
letting τ act on Λ by right multiplication with b+1 and σ act by right multiplication
with c + 1. Hence, T Iv is the kernel of the right multiplication with b, which is the
left ideal of Λ topologically generated by bai for all i > 0. Clearly, this ideal is not
finitely generated.
Proposition 3.6. Let Λ be an adic Zℓ-algebra, T be a finitely ramified representa-
tion of GalK over Λ, and U ⊂ V be open dense subschemes of C. Assume that T
Iv
is a finitely generated Λ-module for all v ∈ U . If ℓ = p, assume that V = C. Then
Hk(V, jU !jK∗T ) = lim←Ð
J∈IΛ
Hk(V, jU !jK∗T /JT ).
for all k ∈ Z.
Proof. Let (KJ)J∈IΛ and (CJ)J∈IΛ denote the kernel and cokernel of the natural
morphism of systems
(jK∗TJ)J∈IΛ → (jK∗T /JT )J∈IΛ
of e´tale sheaves on U . The restriction of (KJ)J∈IΛ to the complement of
Σ ∶= {v ∈ U ∣ T Iv ≠ T}
in U is 0. For v ∈ Σ the stalk of KJ in the geometric point ξv is a finite abelian
group for each J ∈ IΛ. From Prop. 3.4 we conclude
T Iv = lim←Ð
J∈IΛ
(jK∗TJ)ξv = lim←Ð
J∈IΛ
(jK∗T /JT )ξv .
Hence, the projective limit of the system ((KJ)ξv)J∈IΛ is 0. It follows that the
system must be Mittag-Leffler zero in the sense of [Jan88, Def. 1.10]: For each
natural number n there exists a m > n such that the transition maps
(KJac(Λ)m)ξv → (KJac(Λ)n)ξv
is the zero map. We conclude that the system of sheaves (KJ)J∈IΛ are also Mittag-
Leffler zero. The same remains true for (jU !KJ)J∈IΛ with jU ∶U → V denoting the
natural inclusion. Now [Jan88, Lem. 1.11] implies
Hk(V, (jU !KJ)J∈IΛ) = 0.
The same argumentation also shows
Hk(V, (jU !CJ)J∈IΛ) = 0.
Since the cohomology groups Hk(V, jU !jK∗T /JT ) are finite if ℓ ≠ p [Del77, Th.
finitude, Cor. 1.10] or if V = C [Mil80, Cor. VI.2.8] we conclude
Hk(V, jU !jK∗T ) = lim←Ð
J∈IΛ
Hk(V, jU !jK∗T /JT ).

We will now fix an admissible extension K∞/K with Galois group G = H ⋊ Γ.
For a closed point v of C we will write Kv and Jv for the kernel and the image of
the homomorphism Iv → G, respectively. We also fix an open dense subscheme U
of C, an adic Zℓ-algebra Λ and a finitely ramified representation T of GalK over Λ.
We let Λ[[G]]♯ denote the Λ[[G]][[GalK]]-module Λ[[G]] with g ∈ GalK acting by
the image of g−1 in G from the right. Note that Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T is a finitely ramified
representation of GalK over Λ[[G]].
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Corollary 3.7. Assume that (Λ[[G]]♯⊗Λ T )Iv is finitely generated for each closed
point v in U . If ℓ = p, assume V = C. Then
Hk(V, jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )) = lim←Ð
K⊂fL⊂K∞
Hk(VL, jUL!jL∗T )
for each k ∈ Z, where L runs through the finite Galois extensions of K inside K∞.
Proof. By Prop. 3.6 we have
Hk(V, jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )) = lim←Ð
K⊂fL⊂K∞
Hk(V, jU !jK∗(Λ[Gal(L/K)]♯ ⊗Λ T )).
Let f ∶VL → V denote the finite morphism of schemes corresponding to the finite
extension L/K. Then
Hk(V, jU !jK∗(Λ[Gal(L/K)]♯ ⊗Λ T )) = Hk(V, f∗jUL!jL∗T ) = Hk(VL, jUL!jL∗T )
by [Mil80, Cor. II.3.6]. 
Proposition 3.8. Assume that for every closed point v of U one of the following
conditions is satisfied:
(1) TKv = 0,
(2) Jv contains an element of infinite order,
(3) TKv is a finitely generated, projective Λ-module and Jv contains no element
of order ℓ.
Then jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T ) is an object in PDGcont(U,Λ[[G]]) and for every I ∈
IΛ[[G]], (jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )I)ξv = 0
if v satisfies condition (1) or (2),
(jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )I)ξv = Λ[[G]]/I ⊗Λ[[G]] (Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ TKv)Jv
if v satisfies condition (3).
Proof. For each compact Λ-moduleM , write UM for the lattice of open submodules
of M . We note that Λ[[G]] is a projective limit of finitely generated, free Λop-
modules and hence, a projective object in the category of compact Λop-modules.
The completed tensor product
Λ[[G]]⊗ˆΛM = lim←Ð
J∈IΛ[[G]]
lim←Ð
U∈UM
Λ[[G]]/J ⊗ΛM/U
is thus an exact functor from the category of compact Λ-modules to the category
of compact Λ[[G]]-modules. Moreover, we have
Λ[[G]]⊗ˆΛM = Λ[[G]]⊗ΛM
if M is finitely presented [Wit13b, Prop. 1.14]. In particular,
Λ[[G]]⊗ˆΛTKv ≅ (Λ[[G]]⊗ˆΛT )Kv ≅ (Λ[[G]]⊗Λ T )Kv .
If TKv = 0, this obviously implies
(Λ[[G]]⊗Λ T )Iv = 0.
Assume that Jv contains an element of infinite order and let M be any finite Λ-
module with a continuous Jv-action. We can then find an element τ of infinite order
in an ℓ-Sylow subgroup of Jv which operates trivially onM . Consider the subgroup
Υ ≅ Zℓ of Jv which is topologically generated by τ . By choosing a continuous map
of profinite spaces
G/Υ→ G
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that is a section of the projection map, we can view Λ[[G]]♯ as a projective limit
of finitely generated, free Λop[[Υ]]-modules and conclude that 1 − τ acts as non-
zero divisor. In particular, we obtain an exact sequence of projective compact
Λop-modules
0→ Λ[[G]]♯ 1−τÐÐ→ Λ[[G]]♯ → Λ[[G/Υ]]→ 0.
The sequence remains exact after taking the tensor product over Λ withM . Hence,
(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗ΛM)Υ = ker(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗ΛM id−τ⊗1ÐÐÐÐ→ Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗ΛM) = 0.
Recall that the powers of the Jacobson radical Jac(Λ) are finitely generated as
left Λ-modules [War93, Thm. 36.39]. In particular, any finite Λ-moduleM is finitely
presented: For some k, the kernel K of a surjection
P →M
with P a finitely generated, free Λ-module contains the finitely generated module
Jac(Λ)kP as an open submodule. Hence, the tensor product of M with a compact
Λ-module agrees with the completed tensor product.
Writing the compact Λ[[Jv]]-module TKv as projective limit of finite Λ[[Jv]]-
modules, we conclude
(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )Iv = (Λ[[G]]♯⊗ˆΛTKv)Jv = 0.
Assume that Jv contains no element of infinite order nor an element of order
ℓ and that TKv is a finitely generated, projective Λ-module. Then Jv is a finite
group of order d prime to ℓ. Set
eJv =
1
d
∑
σ∈Jv
σ.
Then eJv is a central idempotent in Λ[Jv] and
(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )Iv = eJv(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ TKv)
is a finitely generated and projective Λ[[G]]-module.
We may now apply Prop. 3.4 to conclude that jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T ) is an object
in PDGcont(U,Λ[[G]]). 
Remark 3.9. If K∞/K is unramified over U and f ∶UK∞ → U is the corresponding
principal covering with Galois group G in the sense of [Wit14, Def. 2.1], then
jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T ) = f!f∗jK∗T
in the notation of [Wit14, §6], see also [Wit14, Rem. 6.10].
Definition 3.10. Let Λ be an adic Zℓ-algebra, K∞/K an admissible extension, v
a closed point of C and T a finitely ramified representation of GalK over Λ.
(1) We say that T has projective stalks in v if T Iv is a finitely generated,
projective Λ-module.
(2) We say that T has projective local cohomology in v if ℓ ≠ p and H1(Iv, T )
is a finitely generated, projective Λ-module.
(3) We say that T has projective stalks in v overK∞ if T
Kv is finitely generated
and projective.
(4) We say that T has projective local cohomology in v over K∞ if ℓ ≠ p and
H1(Kv, T ) is a finitely generated, projective Λ-module.
(5) We say that T has ramification prime to ℓ in v if the image of Iv in the
automorphism group of T has trivial ℓ-Sylow subgroups.
(6) We say that K∞/K has ramification prime to ℓ in v if Jv has trivial ℓ-Sylow
subgroups.
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(7) We say that K∞/K has non-torsion ramification in v if Jv contains an
element of infinite order.
In particular, if T has projective stalks over U , then jK∗T is an object of
PDG
cont(U,Λ).
Example 3.11. Let p denote the characteristic of K.
(1) If T has ramification prime to ℓ in a closed point v and ℓ ≠ p, then it also
has projective local cohomology in v. If ℓ = p, then it has projective stalks
in v.
(2) If T has projective local cohomology in v (in v over K∞), then it also has
projective stalks in v (in v over K∞).
(3) Assume ℓ ≠ p and that Λ has small finitistic projective dimension 0, i. e. ev-
ery finitely generated Λ-module of finite projective dimension is projective.
Then T has projective local cohomology in v if and only if it has projective
stalks in v. For example, this is true if Λ is finite and commutative [Bas60,
Thm. (Kaplansky)]. More generally, for any finite Λ, it is true precisely
if the left annihilator of every proper right ideal of Λ is non-zero [Bas60,
Thm. 6.3]. It is not true for
Λ = (Z/(ℓ2) (ℓ)/(ℓ2)
Z/(ℓ2) Z/(ℓ2) )
[KKS92, Cor. 1.12].
(4) If Λ is noetherian of global dimension less or equal to 2, then T has projec-
tive stalks in all closed points v of C, as T Iv is the kernel of the continuous
homomorphism of projective compact Λ-modules
T → ∏
σ∈Iv
T, t↦ (t − σt)σ∈Iv .
As the global dimension is assumed to be less or equal to 2, T Iv is projective
as compact Λ-module. As Λ is noetherian, T Iv is finitely generated and
therefore, also projective as abstract Λ-module. The same argument shows
that T has projective stalks over K∞ in all closed points v of C.
(5) Assume that T has projective stalks over K∞ and K∞/K has ramification
prime to ℓ in all closed points of U . Then T has projective stalks over
U . Moreover, Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T also has projective stalks over U by Prop. 3.8,
but neither of the two assumptions is necessary for this conclusion. The
same remains true if one replaces “projective stalks” by “projective local
cohomology”.
(6) It may happen that T has projective stalks, but does not have projective
stalks over K∞ in a closed point v of U . For example, T
Iv can be trivial,
while TKv is a non-trivial Λ-module that is not projective.
(7) If ℓ ≠ p, then K∞/K has non-torsion ramification in v if and only if Jv is
infinite. If ℓ = p, it may happen that Jv is an infinite torsion group.
Remark 3.12. If Λ is a noetherian adic Zℓ-algebra of finite global dimension, then
one can modify Def. 3.3 by choosing for each of the finitely many points v for
which T Iv is not projective a resolution P ● of T Iv by finitely generated, projective
Λ-modules and replacing the stalk of jK∗TI in v by Λ/I ⊗Λ P ● for each open two-
sided ideal I of Λ.
3.3. Properties of Selmer complexes. From now on, we fix two open dense
subschemes V and W of C with V ∪W = C and set
ΣV ∶= C − V, ΣW ∶= C −W, U ∶= V ∩W.
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We also fix a prime ℓ, an adic Zℓ-algebra Λ and a finitely ramified representation
T of GalK over Λ.
The complexes
SC●ΣV ,ΣW (T ) ∶= RΓ(V, jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T ))
may be viewed as Selmer complexes in the sense of Nekova´rˇ [Nek06, §6], with
unramified local conditions for each point v of U where (Λ[[G]]♯⊗Λ T ) is ramified,
full local conditions in each point of ΣV and empty local conditions in each point
in ΣW . Below, we will investigate their properties.
Lemma 3.13. Assume that Λ[[G]]♯⊗Λ T has projective stalks over U . If ℓ = p, we
also assume V = C.
(1) The complex
RΓ(V, jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T ))
is an object of PDGcont(Λ[[G]]).
(2) If U ′ ⊂ U is an open dense subscheme such that K∞/K has non-torsion
ramification over the complement of U ′ in U , then
RΓ(V, jU ′!jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T ))→ RΓ(V, jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T ))
is a weak equivalence in PDGcont(Λ[[G]]).
The same is true for V replaced by V .
Proof. The first assertion follows from Prop. 3.8 and the fact that the derived
section functors over V and V take objects of PDGcont(V,Λ[[G]]) to objects of
PDGcont(Λ[[G]]).
We prove the second assertion. Let j′∶U ′ → U denote the inclusion map. By
Prop. 3.8 we have jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯⊗ΛT )ξv = 0 for each v ∈ U −U ′. Hence, the canonical
morphism
j′!jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )→ j′∗jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )
is an isomorphism in PDGcont(U,Λ[[G]]). The second assertion is an immediate
consequence. 
Remark 3.14. In particular, by using Lem. 3.13, we may exclude without loss of
generality from U all points in which K∞/K has non-torsion ramification. We
will also neglect the remaining points in which K∞/K does not have ramification
prime to ℓ or T has no projective stalks over K∞, but Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T has projective
stalks. These points may be considered as degenerate and it is not clear that their
corresponding non-commutative Euler factors are well-behaved.
Let Λ′ be another adic Zℓ-algebra and ρ be a Λ
′-Λ[[G]]-bimodule which is finitely
generated and projective as Λ′-module. We will write T (ρ♯) for the finitely ramified
GalK-representation ρ⊗Λ T over Λ
′, with g ∈ GalK acting by the image in G of its
inverse on ρ.
Lemma 3.15. Assume that K∞/K has ramification prime to ℓ over U . If ℓ = p
we will also assume V = C.
(1) If T has ramification prime to ℓ over U , then T (ρ♯) has ramification prime
to ℓ over U and
ΨρRΓ(V, jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T ))→ RΓ(V, jU !jK∗(T (ρ♯)))
is a weak equivalence in PDGcont(Λ′).
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(2) If T has projective local cohomology over K∞ in all closed points of U , then
T (ρ♯) has projective local cohomology over U and
ΨρRΓ(V, jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T ))→ RΓ(V, jU !jK∗(T (ρ♯)))
is a weak equivalence in PDGcont(Λ′).
(3) If T has projective stalks over K∞ in all closed points of U and ρ is pro-
jective as compact Λop-module, then T (ρ♯) has projective stalks over U and
the canonical morphism
ΨρRΓ(V, jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T ))→ RΓ(V, jU !jK∗(T (ρ♯)))
is a weak equivalence in PDGcont(Λ′).
The same is true for V replaced by V .
Proof. As explained in Section 2.2, Ψρ commutes with RΓ(V, ⋅) and RΓ(V , ⋅). So,
we need to prove that
ΨρjK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )→ jK∗(T (ρ♯))
is an isomorphism in PDGcont(U,Λ′). Since this can be checked on stalks, we need
to prove that
ρ⊗Λ[[G]] (Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )Iv = (T (ρ♯))Iv
for all closed points v ∈ U . Since K∞/K has ramification prime to ℓ in v, the
ℓ-Sylow subgroup of Jv is trivial such that taking invariants under Jv is an exact
functor on the category of compact Zℓ[[Jv]]-modules. Moreover, TKv is finitely
generated and projective as Λ-module by assumption. Hence
ρ⊗Λ[[G]] (Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ TKv)Jv = (ρ♯ ⊗Λ TKv)Jv .
If ρ is projective as compact Λop-module, then taking the completed tensor
product with ρ♯ over Λ is an exact functor on compact Λ-modules. Moreover,
the completed tensor product commutes with arbitrary direct products and agrees
with the usual tensor product on finitely presented modules [Wit13b, Prop. 1.7,
Prop. 1.14]. By taking the completed tensor product with ρ♯ of the left exact
sequence
0→ TKv → T
x↦(x−σx)σ∈KvÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ ∏
σ∈Kv
T,
we obtain
ρ♯ ⊗Λ T
Kv = ρ♯⊗ˆΛT
Kv = (ρ♯ ⊗Λ T )Kv ,
as desired.
If ℓ is different from the characteristic of F , the Tor spectral sequence for the
derived tensor product of ρ♯ with the cochain complex of the Kv-module T gives us
an exact sequence
0→ TorΛ2 (ρ♯,H1(Kv, T ))→ ρ♯ ⊗Λ TKv → TorΛ1 (ρ♯,H1(Kv, T ))→ 0
Hence, if H1(Kv, T ) is finitely generated and projective as a Λ-module, then
ρ♯ ⊗Λ T
Kv ≅ (ρ♯ ⊗Λ T )Kv .
If T has ramification prime to ℓ, then one can replace Kv by its image in the
automorphism group of T . Since this group is of order prime to ℓ, the natural map
ρ♯ ⊗Λ T
Kv → (ρ♯ ⊗Λ T )Kv
is again an isomorphism. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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Lemma 3.16. Assume that K∞/K has ramification prime to ℓ and that T has
projective stalks over K∞ in the closed point v of U . Write iv ∶v → U for the closed
immersion. Then
RΓ(v, i∗vjK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T ))
is in PDGcont,wH(Λ[[G]]).
Proof. The complex RΓ(v, i∗vjK∗(Λ[[G]]♯⊗ΛT ))may be identified with the strictly
perfect complex of Λ[[G]]-modules
C●∶ (Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )Iv id−FvÐÐÐ→ (Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )Iv
sitting in degree 0 and 1. Choose an open pro-ℓ-subgroup H ′ of H which is normal
in G. By [Wit14, Prop. 4.8], it suffices to show that Λ/Jac(Λ)[[G/H ′]]⊗Λ[[G]] C●
has finite cohomology groups. Let Z be the centre of Λ/Jac(Λ), which is a finite
product of finite fields of characteristic ℓ and consider
P ∶= Λ/Jac(Λ)[[G/H ′]]⊗Λ[[G]] (Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T Iv)
≅ (Λ/Jac(Λ)[[G/H ′]]♯ ⊗Λ/Jac(Λ) TKv/Jac(Λ)TKv)Jv
as finitely generated, projective Z[[Γ]]-module. Choose n large enough, such that
Fnv operates trivially on the finite groups Jv and TKv/Jac(Λ)TKv . Then
id − Fnv = (id − Fv)(
n−1
∑
s=0
Fsv)
is an injective endomorphism of P . The same is then also true for id − Fv. We
conclude from the elementary divisor theorem that the cokernel of id−Fv is finite,
as desired. 
Lemma 3.17. Assume that H = Gal(K∞/Kcyc) and Λ are finite. If ℓ = p, we also
assume that V = C. Then for each k ∈ Z
Hk(V, jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )) = Hk−1(VK∞ , jUK∞ !jK∞∗T )
= Hk−1(V
FK∞
, jU
FK∞
!jFK∞∗T )Gal(FK∞/K∞).
In particular, Hk(V, jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )) is finitely generated as Λ-module.
Proof. Note that Λ[[G]] is noetherian. Hence, (Λ[[G]]♯⊗ΛT )Iv is finitely generated
as a Λ[[G]]-module for each closed point v of U . We can apply Cor. 3.7 and then
proceed as in the proof of [Wit13a, Prop. 13]. 
4. Noncommutative main conjectures
As before, we let Λ denote an adic Zℓ-algebra and fix an admissible extension
K∞/K with Galois group G = H ⋊ Γ, a finitely ramified representation T of GalK
over Λ, and two open dense subschemes V and W of the proper smooth curve C
with function field K such that
C = V ∪W, U = V ∩W, ΣV = C − V, ΣW = C −W.
If X is any open subscheme of C, we will write X0 for its set of closed points. We
will also continue to use the general conventions from the beginning of Section 3.
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4.1. L-functions. Assume that Λ is a commutative adic Zℓ-algebra. Below, we
will define a ΣW -truncated ΣV -modified L-function of T . We need to assume that
T has projective stalks over U . Usually, one also requires that ΣV does not contain
any v for which T is ramified. If ℓ ≠ p, however, there exists a natural extension of
the usual definition. In the case ℓ = p one can still give a sensible definition under
the condition that T is at most tamely ramified for all v ∈ ΣV .
Under our ramification assumption we know by Prop. 3.4 that jK∗T is an object
in PDGcont(U,Λ). Hence, assuming ℓ ≠ p, the complex i∗vR jV ∗jU !jK∗T is in
PDGcont(v,Λ) and we may define its L-function
L(i∗vR jV ∗jU !jK∗T, t) ∈ K1(Λ[[t]]) ≅ Λ[[t]]×.
as in [Wit14, §8].
In more concrete terms, we can proceed as follows. Let Dv,ℓ denote the quotient
of Dv by the group Iv,¬ℓ generated by all ℓ′-Sylow subgroups of Iv for ℓ′ ≠ ℓ. Fix
a choice of τ,ϕ ∈ Dv,ℓ such that τ topologically generates the image of the inertia
group in Dv,ℓ and ϕ is a lift of the geometric Frobenius Fv. It is well known that
τ and ϕ topologically generate Dv,ℓ and that
ϕτϕ−1 = τ−q
deg(x)
[NSW00, Thm. 7.5.2]. We define a complex D●v(T ) of Λ[[GalF(v)]]-modules as
follows. For k ≠ 0,1 we set Dkv(T ) ∶= 0. As Λ-modules we have D0v(T ) ∶= D1v(T ) ∶=
T Iv,¬ℓ and the differential is given by id − τ . The geometric Frobenius Fv acts on
D0v(T ) via ϕ and on D1v(T ) via
ϕ
⎛
⎝
qdeg(v)−1
∑
m=0
τm
⎞
⎠ ∈ Λ[[Dv,ℓ]]×.
The complex D●v(T ) may be viewed as an object in PDGcont(v,Λ) which is weakly
equivalent to i∗v(R jV ∗jU !jK∗T ) for v ∈ ΣV and we have
L(i∗vR jV ∗jU !jK∗T, t) = det(1 − tdeg(v)Fv⟳ D0v(T ))−1 det(1 − tdeg(v)Fv⟳ D1v(T )).
Note that if T has ramification prime to ℓ in v, then D0v(T ) =D1v(T ) = T Iv and
L(i∗vR jV ∗jU !jK∗T, t) = det(1 − tdeg(v)Fv⟳ T Iv)−1 det(1 − (tq)deg(v)Fv⟳ T Iv).
In the case that ℓ ≠ p, we can take this line as a definition for L(i∗v R jV ∗jU !jK∗T, t)
if T is at most tamely ramified in v.
Definition 4.1. Assume that T has projective stalks over U . If ℓ = p we must also
assume that T is at most tamely ramified at v for all v ∈ ΣV . The ΣW -truncated
ΣV -modified L-function of T is given by
LΣW ,ΣV (T, t) ∶= ∏
v∈U0
det(1 − Fvtdeg(v)⟳ T Iv)−1 ∏
v∈ΣV
L(i∗v R jV ∗jU !jK∗T, t)
Set
Λ⟨t⟩ ∶= lim←Ð
I∈IΛ
Λ/I[t]
and consider the multiplicatively closed subset
S˜ ∶= {f(t) ∈ Λ⟨t⟩ ∣ f(0) ∈ Λ×} ⊂ Λ⟨t⟩.
Let γ be the image of FF in Γ = Gal(Fcyc/F). We recall from [Wit13a, Lem. 1.10]
that
Λ⟨t⟩S˜ → Λ[[Γ]]S , t ↦ γ−1
is a ring homomorphism.
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It follows from [Wit14, Thm. 8.6] (ℓ ≠ p) and [Wit16, Thm. 5.5] (ℓ = p) that
LΣW ,ΣV (T, t) ∈ Λ⟨t⟩×S˜
such that we obtain elements
LΣW ,ΣV (T, γ−1) ∈ Λ[[Γ]]×S .
These elements are the natural analogues of the classical ℓ-adic L-function in the
number field case.
Remark 4.2. It is possible to extend the construction of LΣW ,ΣV (T, t) also to the
case that Λ is a non-commutative adic Zℓ-algebra. If Λ is noetherian, then the
subset S˜ ⊂ Λ⟨t⟩ is still a left denominator set and one can define LΣW ,ΣV (T, t) as
an element of K1(Λ⟨t⟩S˜). If Λ is not noetherian, then one has to replace K1(Λ⟨t⟩S˜)
by the first K-group of a certain Waldhausen category. The image of LΣW ,ΣV (T, t)
in K1(Λ[[t]]) satisfies the product formula from Def. 4.1. Note, however, that
K1(Λ⟨t⟩S˜)→ K1(Λ[[t]]) does not need to be injective.
Remark 4.3. If T = ρ is an Artin representation of GalK over Zℓ, note that our
definition of LΣW ,ΣV (ρ, t) follows Grothendieck’s convention. If one uses Artin’s
original definition, then it corresponds to the L-function of the dual representations
of ρ, see [Mil80, Ex. V.2.20].
4.2. The main conjecture for Galois representations. In this section we will
discuss non-commutative Iwasawa Main Conjectures for the finitely ramified rep-
resentation T of GalK over any adic Zℓ-algebra Λ. We will need the Waldhausen
categories PDGcont,wH(Λ[[G]]) and wHPDGcont(Λ[[G]]) from Def. 2.3. Recall
also the evaluation map Φρ from (2.2).
First, we treat the case ℓ ≠ p.
Theorem 4.4. Assume that ℓ ≠ p. Further, assume that K∞/K has ramification
prime to ℓ and that T has projective stalks over K∞ in all closed points of U . Then
(1) RΓ(V, jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )) is in PDGcont,wH (Λ[[G]]) and the endo-
morphism id−FF of RΓ(V , jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯⊗Λ T )) is a weak equivalence in
wHPDG
cont(Λ[[G]]).
(2) Set
LK∞/K,ΣW ,ΣV (T ) ∶= [id − FF⟳ RΓ(V , jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T ))]−1
in K1(Λ[[G]]S). Then
dLK∞/K,ΣW ,ΣV (T ) = −[RΓ(V, jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T ))]
(3) Let Λ′ be a commutative adic Zℓ-algebra and ρ be a Λ
′-Λ[[G]]-bimodule
which is finitely generated and projective as Λ′-module. Assume either that
T has projective local cohomology over K∞ in all closed points of U or that
ρ is projective as compact Λop-module. Then
Φρ(LK∞/K,ΣW ,ΣV (T )) = LΣW ,ΣV (T (ρ♯), γ−1).
Proof. Set
F ∶= jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T ).
We begin by showing (1). We first assume that T has only ramification prime to
ℓ over U and that Λ and H are finite. By Lem. 3.13 the complex RΓ(V,F ) is an
object in PDGcont(Λ[[G]]). Hence, we can find a strictly perfect complex D● of
Λ[[G]]-modules and a quasi-isomorphism
D● → lim←Ð
I∈IΛ[[G]]
RΓ(V,FI).
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By Lem. 3.17 the cohomology groups of D● are finite Λ[H]-modules. Since Λ[H]
is noetherian, every finitely generated projective Λ[[G]]-module is flat as Λ[H]-
module. Hence, the complex D● is also of finite flat dimension over Λ[H]. Hence,
it is a perfect complex of Λ[H]-modules and RΓ(V,F ) is in PDGcont,wH(Λ[[G]]).
For general Λ and H we may choose an open pro-ℓ-subgroup H ′ in H which
is normal in G. By [Wit14, Prop. 4.8] an object in PDGcont(Λ[[G]]) is an ob-
ject in PDGcont,wH (Λ[[G]]) if its image under ΨΛ/Jac(Λ)[[G/H′]] is an object in
PDG
cont,wH/H′ (Λ/Jac(Λ)[[G/H ′]]). But
ΨΛ/Jac(Λ)[[G/H′]](RΓ(V, jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )))
↓
RΓ(V, jU !jK∗(Λ/Jac(Λ)[[G/H ′]]♯ ⊗Λ T ))
is a weak equivalence by Lem. 3.15.
For general U , let iZ ∶Z → U be the closed reduced subscheme over which T does
not have ramification prime to ℓ and write j′∶U ′ → U for the open complement of
Z in U . Consider the generic point jK ∶SpecK → U ′. Then
0→ RΓ(V, jU !j′!jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T ))→ RΓ(V, jU !j′∗jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T ))
→ RΓ(Z, i∗Zj′∗jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T ))→ 0
is an exact sequence in PDGcont(Λ[[G]]). The two outer terms are objects in
PDGcont,wH(Λ[[G]]) by our previous considerations and by Lem. 3.16. Hence, so
is the middle term.
Finally, recall from Section 2.2 that we have an exact sequence
0→ RΓ(V,F )→ RΓ(V ,F ) id−FFÐÐÐ→ RΓ(V ,F ) → 0
in PDGcont(Λ[[G]]). In particular, the endomorphism id−FF is a weak equivalence
in wHPDG
cont(Λ[[G]]). This finishes the proof of (1).
By the explicit description of the boundary homomorphism d from Section 2.1
we conclude
d[id − FF] = [RΓ(V, jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T ))].
This proves (2).
For (3) we use Lem. 3.15 to show
Φρ(LK∞/K,ΣW ,ΣV (T )) = LKcyc/K,ΣW ,ΣV (T (ρ♯)).
Let (f ∶CKcyc → C,Γ) denote the principal covering with Galois group Γ in the sense
of [Wit14, Def. 2.1] and consider the Waldhausen exact functor
f!f
∗
∶PDGcont(C,Λ) → PDGcont(C,Λ[[Γ]])
from [Wit14, Def. 6.1]. Since f is everywhere unramified, one checks easily on the
stalks that the natural morphism
f!f
∗(R jV ∗)jU !jK∗(T )→ (R jV ∗)jU !jK∗(Λ[[Γ]]♯ ⊗Λ T )
is a weak equivalence in PDGcont(C,Λ[[Γ]]). From [Wit14, Thm. 8.6] we thus
conclude
LKcyc/K,ΣW ,ΣV (T ) = L((R jV ∗)jU !jK∗T, γ−1) = LΣW ,ΣV (T, γ−1)
and hence,
Φρ(LK∞/K,ΣW ,ΣV (T )) = LΣW ,ΣV (T (ρ♯), γ−1)
as claimed. 
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Assume that ℓ = p. If Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T has projective stalks over U , then we can
associate to jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T ) an element
Q(jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T ), t) ∈ K1(Λ[[G]]⟨t⟩)
that measures the failure of the Grothendieck trace formula [Wit16, Thm. 4.1]. It
is well-determined up to elements in the kernel of the surjection
K1(Λ[[G]]⟨t⟩) → lim←Ð
I∈IΛ[[G]]
K1(Λ[[G]]/I[t]).
We will write
q(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T ) ∶= Q(jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T ),1) ∈ K1(Λ[[G]]).
By [Wit16, Prop. 4.3], this element is in fact independent of U .
Theorem 4.5. Assume that ℓ = p, that K∞/K has ramification prime to p and
T has projective stalks over K∞ in each closed point of U , and that K∞/K and
T have ramification prime to p in each point of ΣV . Let jK ∶SpecK → W be the
generic point of W . Then
(1) RΓ(C, jW !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )) is in PDGcont,wH(Λ[[G]]) and the endo-
morphism id − FF of RΓ(C, jW !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )) is a weak equivalence
in wHPDG
cont(Λ[[G]]).
(2) Set
LK∞/K,ΣW ,ΣV (T ) ∶= [id − FF⟳ RΓ(C, jW !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T ))]−1
q(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T ) ∏
v∈ΣV
[id − Fvqdeg(v)⟳ (Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )Iv]
in K1(Λ[[G]]S). Then
dLK∞/K,ΣW ,ΣV (T ) = −[RΓ(C, jW !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T ))]
(3) Let Λ′ be a commutative adic Zℓ-algebra and ρ be a Λ
′-Λ[[G]]-bimodule
which is finitely generated and projective as Λ′-module. Assume either that
T has only ramification prime to p over U or that ρ is projective as compact
Λop-module. Then
Φρ(LK∞/K,ΣW ,ΣV (T )) = LΣW ,ΣV (T (ρ♯), γ−1).
Proof. If ΣV = ∅ and hence, W = U , then one proceeds exactly as in the proof
of Thm. 4.4, replacing the reference to [Wit14, Thm. 8.6] by [Wit16, Thm. 5.5].
For ΣV ≠ ∅ it remains to notice that id − Fvq
deg(v) is an automorphism of the
finitely generated projective Λ[[G]]-module (Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )Iv such that its class
lies in K1(Λ[[G]]) ⊂ K1(Λ[[G]]S) and hence, has trivial image under the boundary
homomorphism d. Moreover,
Φρ([id − Fvqdeg(v)⟳ (Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )Iv]) =
det[id − γ−1Fvqdeg(v)⟳ Λ[[Γ]]⊗Λ (T ⊗Λ ρ)Iv]
such that
Φρ(LK∞/K,ΣW ,ΣV (T )) =
Φρ
⎛
⎝LK∞/K,ΣW ,∅(T ) ∏v∈ΣV [id − Fvq
deg(v)⟳ (Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )Iv]⎞⎠
= LΣW ,ΣV (T (ρ♯), γ−1).

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Note that in both cases, one can also allow U to contain points v in which
K∞/K has non-torsion ramification. However, by Lem. 3.13, the corresponding
non-commutative L-function LK∞/K,ΣW ,ΣV (T ) then agrees with the L-functionLK∞/K,ΣW ∪Σ0,ΣV (T ) where the Euler factors in the set Σ0 ⊂ U of points in which
K∞/K has non-torsion ramification are removed. The same Euler factors need then
also be omitted in the interpolation property, i. e.
Φρ(LK∞/K,ΣW ,ΣV (T )) = LΣW ∪Σ0,ΣV (T (ρ♯), γ−1).
4.3. Duality and the functional equation. We retain the notation of the pre-
vious subsection. If P is a finitely generated, projective Λ[[G]]-module, then
P⊛ ∶= HomΛ[[G]](P,Λ[[G]])
is a finitely generated, projective Λop[[G]]-module if we let g ∈ G act on φ ∈ P⊛ via
gφ∶P → Λ[[G]], p↦ φ(p)g−1.
The functor ⊛ induces isomorphisms
⊛∶K1(Λ[[G]]S)→ K1(Λop[[G]]S),
⊛∶K0(Λ[[G]], S) → K0(Λop[[G]], S)
compatible with the boundary homomorphism of the localisation sequence [Wit17b,
Prop. 5.8]. If P ● is a strictly perfect complex of Λ[[G]]-modules and f ∶P ● → P ● is
an endomorphism whose cone is perfect as complex of Λ[[H]]-modules, then
[f ⟳ P ●]⊛ = [f⊛⟳ (P ●)⊛]−1.
If P ● is a strictly perfect complex of Λ[[G]]-modules that is also perfect as complex
of Λ[[H]]-modules, then
[P ●]⊛ = [(P ●)⊛].
The following lemma is a minor improvement on [NSW00, Prop. 5.4.17].
Lemma 4.6. Let H ′ ⊂H be an open subgroup and assume M is a Λ[[H]]-module
which has a resolution by finitely generated, free Λ[[H ′]]-modules. Then there exist
an isomorphism
α∶RHomΛ[[H′]](M,Λ[[H ′]]) ≅Ð→ RHomΛ[[H]](M,Λ[[H]])
in the derived category of complexes of Λ[[H ′]]op-modules.
Proof. Choose a system g1, . . . , gd of right coset representatives of H
′/H . For any
finitely generated, free Λ[[H]]-module F ,
α∶HomΛ[[H′]](F,Λ[[H ′]]) → HomΛ[[H]](F,Λ[[H]]),
α(φ)(f) ∶= d∑
i=1
giφ(g−1i f) for f ∈ F , φ ∈ HomΛ[[H′]](F,Λ[[H ′]]),
is an isomorphism of Λ[[H ′]]op-modules and does not depend on the choice of
g1, . . . , gd. By Lem. 4.7 below, M also has a resolution F
● by finitely generated,
free Λ[[H]]-modules. Moreover, any finitely generated, free Λ[[H]]-module is also
finitely generated and free as Λ[[H ′]]-module, so that we can use the same F ● to
compute the total derived functor of HomΛ[[H]](M,Λ[[H]]) in the categories of
complexes of Λ[[H]]-modules or of Λ[[H ′]]-modules. 
Lemma 4.7. Let A be a subring of a ring B and assume that B has a resolution
by finitely generated, free A-modules as a left A-module. Then a B-module M has
a resolution by finitely generated, free B-modules if and only if it has a resolution
by finitely generated, free A-modules.
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Proof. IfM has a resolution P ● by finitely generated, free B-modules, then we may
find a resolution of P −n by finitely generated, free A-modules for each n ≥ 0. We
obtain a resolution of M by finitely generated, free A-modules by taking the total
complex of the resulting double complex.
To prove the converse, we proceed by induction. For any ring R and any R-
module N , recall that a finite free presentation of length µ is an exact sequence
F −µ → F 1−µ → ⋯→ F 0 → N → 0
with finitely generated, free R-modules F k. Set λR(N) ∶= −1 if N is not finitely
generated and
λR(N) ∶= sup{µ ∣ there exists a finite free presentation of length µ}
else. Clearly, for all B-modules N , if λA(N) ≥ 0, then also λB(N) ≥ 0. Assume
that we know for some n ≥ 0 that λA(N) ≥ n implies λB(N) ≥ n for B-modules N .
Let N ′ be a B-module with λA(N ′) ≥ n + 1. Then there exists an exact sequence
0→ Q→ F → N ′ → 0
of B-modules with F finitely generated and free. By [Bou89, §II.2, Ex. 6.(d)],
λA(Q) ≥ inf{λA(F ), λA(N ′) − 1} ≥ n.
Hence, λB(Q) ≥ n by the induction assumption. By [Bou89, §II.2, Ex. 6.(c)],
λB(N ′) ≥ inf{λB(F ), λB(Q)+ 1} ≥ n + 1.
In particular, we conclude that λA(M) =∞ implies λB(M) =∞. 
Lemma 4.8. Assume that M is a Λ[[G]]-module that has a resolution by finitely
generated, projective Λ[[H]]-modules. Then M also has a resolution by finitely
generated, projective Λ[[G]]-modules and there exists an isomorphism
β∶RHomΛ[[H]](M,Λ[[H]]) ≅Ð→ RHomΛ[[G]](M,Λ[[G]])[1]
in the derived category of complexes of Λ[[H]]op-modules.
Proof. By [Wit17b, Lemma 3.11] we may find a resolution K● of M by Λ[[G]]-
modules which are finitely generated and projective as Λ[[H]]-modules. Choose
a topological generator γ ∈ Γ. We then obtain an exact sequence of complexes of
Λ[[G]]-modules
0→ Λ[[G]]⊗Λ[[H]] K● id−(⋅γ−1⊗γ⋅)ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ Λ[[G]] ⊗Λ[[H]] K● →K● → 0
from [Wit13b, Prop. 2.4]. The cone of id−(⋅γ−1⊗γ⋅) is a resolution ofM by finitely
generated, projective Λ[[G]]-modules. One then proceeds as in [Wit17b, Prop.
5.10]. 
Assume that M is a Λ[[G]]-module that has a resolution by finitely generated,
projective Λ[[H ′]]-modules for some open subgroup H ′ of H and that
ExtnΛ[[H′′]](M,Λ[[H ′′]]) = Extn+1Λ[[G]](M,Λ[[G]]) = 0
for all n ≠ 0. By Lem. 4.6 and Lem. 4.8,
ExtnΛ[[H′′]](M,Λ[[H ′′]]) = Extn+1Λ[[G]](M,Λ[[G]]) = 0
for all open subgroups H ′′ of H and all n ≠ 0. Let
♯
Ext1Λ[[G]](M,Λ[[G]]) denote
the Λ[[G]]op-module Ext1Λ[[G]](M,Λ[[G]]) considered as Λop[[G]]-module.
Definition 4.9. We write ♯M∗Λ[[H′′]] for HomΛ[[H′′]](M,Λ[[H ′]]) considered as
Λop[[G]]-module via the isomorphism
♯
M∗Λ[[H′′]]
α
Ð→
≅
♯
M∗Λ[[H]]
β
Ð→
≅
♯
Ext1Λ[[G]](M,Λ[[G]]).
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If H ′′ is normal in G, g ∈ G acts on φ ∈ ♯M∗Λ[[H′′]] via
gφ∶M → Λ[[H ′′]], m↦ gφ(g−1m)g−1.
In the case that H ′′ is not normal in G, it is more difficult to give an explicit
description of the G-operation.
We conclude that if M has a resolution by a strictly perfect complex of Λ[[H]]-
modules, then
(4.1) [M]⊛ = −[♯M∗Λ[[H′]]]
in K0(Λ[[G]], S) for every open subgroup H ′ of H .
Suppose now that T is a finitely ramified GalK-representation over Λ. We turn
T ∗Λ ∶= HomΛ(T,Λ)
into a finitely ramified GalK-representation over Λ
op by letting g ∈ GalK act on
φ ∈ T ∗Λ via
gφ∶T → Λ, t ↦ φ(g−1t).
Note that
T ∗Λ ≅ (Λ∨ ⊗Λ T )∨,(4.2)
(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )∗Λ[[G]] ≅ Λop[[G]]♯ ⊗Λop T ∗Λ .(4.3)
For any two e´tale sheaves F , G of abelian groups on C, we will write HomC(F ,G)
for the sheaf of morphisms from F to G. We will need the following corollary of
the relative Poincare´ duality theorem.
Lemma 4.10. Assume that Λ is a finite Zℓ-algebra with ℓ different from the char-
acteristic of K. Then there exists a canonical isomorphism
RHomC(R jV ∗jU !jK∗T,Qℓ/Zℓ(1)) ≅ R jW∗jU !jK∗T ∨(1)
in the derived category of complexes of e´tale sheaves of Λop-modules on C.
Proof. For any e´tale sheaf F of Λ-modules on U , the canonical morphism
jV !R jU∗F → R jW∗jU !F
is a isomorphism in the derived category of complexes of e´tale sheaves of Λ-modules
on C. To see this, we note that
j∗U jV !R jU∗F ≅ F ≅ j
∗
U R jW∗jU !F ,
i∗ΣV R jW∗jU !F ≅ i
∗
ΣV
j∗W R jW∗jU !F ≅ 0 ≅ i
∗
ΣV
jV !R jU∗F ,
i∗ΣW iΣV ∗i
∗
ΣV
R jV ∗R jU∗F ≅ 0 ≅ i
∗
ΣW
R jW∗iΣV ∗i
∗
ΣV
R jU∗F ,
i∗ΣW jV !R jU∗F ≅ i
∗
ΣW
R jV ∗R jU∗F ≅ i
∗
ΣW
R jW∗R jU∗F ≅ i
∗
ΣW
R jW∗jU !F .
Set
DU(F ) ∶= RHomU(F ,Qℓ/Zℓ(1)).
From the relative Poincare´ duality theorem and the biduality theorem we obtain
natural isomorphisms
jU !DU(F ) ≅DV (R jU∗F ), R jU∗DU(F ) ≅DV (jU !F )
in the derived category of complexes of e´tale sheaves of Λ-modules on V [KW01,
Cor. II.7.3, Thm II.10.3, Cor. II.7.5]. Finally we note that
DU(jK∗T ) ≅ jK∗T ∨(1)
by [Mil80, Proof of Prop. V.2.2.(b)]. 
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Corollary 4.11. Assume that Λ is a finite Zℓ-algebra with ℓ different from the
characteristic of K. Then there exists canonical isomorphisms
RHomZ(RΓ(V , jU !jK∗T ∨(1)),Qℓ/Zℓ) ≅ RΓ(W,jU !jK∗T )[2],
RHomZ(RΓ(V, jU !jK∗T ∨(1)),Qℓ/Zℓ) ≅ RΓ(W,jU !jK∗T )[3]
in the derived category of complexes of Λ-modules. The first isomorphism is com-
patible with the operations of FF on the left-hand complex and F
−1
F on the righthand
complex.
Proof. Apply the relative Poincare´ duality theorem to the structure morphism C →
SpecF and the complex of e´tale sheaves R jV ∗jU !jK∗T
∨(1) on C. Then take global
sections over SpecF and SpecF. Finally, use Lem. 4.10 to obtain identifications
RHom
C
(R jV ∗jU !jK∗T ∨(1),Qℓ/Zℓ(1)) ≅ RΓ(W,jU !jK∗T ),
RHomC(R jV ∗jU !jK∗T ∨(1),Qℓ/Zℓ(1)) ≅ RΓ(W,jU !jK∗T ).

Let now Λ be a general adic Zℓ-algebra. In the following corollary, we consider
a complex P ● = (P ●I )I∈IΛ of PDGcont(Λ) as objects of the derived category of
complexes of Λ-modules by passing to the projective limit
lim←Ð
I∈IΛ
P ●I .
We recall that the projective limit is an exact functor by the construction of
PDG
cont(Λ).
Corollary 4.12. Assume that Λ is an adic Zℓ-algebra with ℓ different from the
characteristic of K and that T has projective local cohomology over U . Then there
exists canonical isomorphisms
RHomΛop(RΓ(V , jU !jK∗T ∗Λ(1)),Λop) ≅ RΓ(W,jU !jK∗T )[2],
RHomΛop(RΓ(V, jU !jK∗T ∗Λ(1)),Λop) ≅ RΓ(W,jU !jK∗T )[3]
in the derived category of complexes of Λ-modules.
Proof. For any finitely generated, projective Λ-module P , we have
(Λ∨ ⊗Λ P )∨ ≅ HomΛ(P,Λ)
by the adjunction formula for Hom and ⊗ and by recalling that every homomor-
phism from P to Λ is automatically continuous for the compact topology. Hence,
RHomΛop(P ●,Λop) ≅ RHomZ(Λop∨ ⊗LΛop P ●,Qℓ/Zℓ)
for every perfect complex of Λop-modules P ●. Further,
(Λop)∨ ⊗LΛop RΓ(V, jU !F ●) ≅ limÐ→
I∈IΛ
RΓ(V, jU !(Λop/I)∨ ⊗Λop/I F ●I )
for any F ● in PDGcont(U,Λop). The same is true for V replaced by V . Arguing
as in Lem. 3.15, we further see that the natural morphism
(Λop/I)∨ ⊗Λop/I (jK∗T ∗Λ(1))I → jK∗(Λop/I)∨ ⊗Λop T ∗Λ(1)
is an isomorphism of e´tale sheaves on U . We now apply Cor. 4.11 to the GalK-
representation T /IT over Λ/I for each I in IΛ and observe that
(T /IT )∨(1) ≅ (Λop/I)∨ ⊗Λop T ∗Λ(1).
by identity (4.2). 
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Remark 4.13. Even for finite Λ, Cor. 4.12 is wrong without the hypothesis that T
has projective local cohomology over U . If one merely assumes that T and T ∗Λ(1)
have projective stalks over U , then the cone of the natural duality morphism
RΓ(W,jU !η∗T )[2]→ RHomΛop(RΓ(V , jU !η∗T ∗Λ(1)),Λop)
is given by the complex
C●∶ ⊕
v∈U0
H1(Iv, T )→ ⊕
v∈U0
(T ∗Λ(1)Iv)∗Λ
sitting in degrees −1 and 0, with
H−1(C●) ≅ ⊕
v∈U0
Ext1Λop(H1(Iv, T ∗Λ(1)),Λop)
H0(C●) ≅ ⊕
v∈U0
Ext2Λop(H1(Iv, T ∗Λ(1)),Λop).
Moreover, if T has projective stalks in v, the same does not need to be true for
T ∗Λ(1), and vice versa. For example, the dual of the representation T from Rem. 3.5
satisfies (T ∗Λ(1))Iv = 0 for the given v.
Definition 4.14. Assume ℓ ≠ p. Let T be a finitely ramified GalK-representation
over Λ with projective stalks over U . The global ε-factor of R jU∗jK∗T on W is
given by
ε(W,R jU∗jK∗T ) = [−FF⟳ RΓ(V , jU !jK∗T )] ∈ K1(Λ).
If K∞/K is an admissible extension such that Λ[[G]]♯⊗T has projective stalks over
U , we set
εK∞/K,ΣW ,ΣV (T ) ∶= ε(W,R jU∗jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )).
Remark 4.15. It is expected that the global ε-factor may be expressed as a product
of local ε-factors. For Λ = Zℓ, this is a theorem of Laumon [Lau87, Thm. 3.2.1.1].
In [FK06, §3.5.6], Fukaya and Kato sketch how to extend this result to arbitrary
adic Zℓ-algebras.
We obtain the following functional equation for LK∞/K,ΣW ,ΣV (T ).
Theorem 4.16. Assume ℓ ≠ p. Let K∞/K be an admissible extension and T be a
finitely ramified GalK-representation over Λ. Assume that K∞/K has ramification
prime to ℓ and T has projective local cohomology over K∞ in all closed points of
U . Then
(LK∞/K,ΣV ,ΣW (T ∗Λ(1)))⊛LK∞/K,ΣW ,ΣV (T )εK∞/K,ΣW ,ΣV (T ) = 1.
Proof. Choose a strictly perfect complex P ● of Λop[[G]]-modules, an endomor-
phism f ∶P ● → P ●, and a weak equivalence
α∶P ● → RΓ(W,jU !jK∗Λop[[G]]♯ ⊗Λop T ∗Λ(1))
such that the diagram
P ●
α
//
id−f

RΓ(W,jU !jK∗Λop[[G]]♯ ⊗Λop T ∗Λ(1))
id−FF

P ●
α
// RΓ(W,jU !jK∗Λop[[G]]♯ ⊗Λop T ∗Λ(1))
commutes in the derived category of complexes of Λop[[G]]-modules. In particular,
the diagram commutes up to homotopy in the Waldhausen category of perfect
complexes of Λop[[G]]-modules. By [Wit08, Lem. 3.1.6], this implies
[id − f ⟳ P ●]−1 = LK∞/K,ΣV ,ΣW (T ∗Λ(1))
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in K1(Λop[[G]], S). Applying Cor. 4.12 to the representation Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T over
Λ[[G]] and using (4.3), we obtain a commutative diagram
(P ●)⊛ β //
id−f⊛

RΓ(V , jU !jK∗Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )[2]
id−F−1
F
(P ●)⊛ β // RΓ(V , jU !jK∗Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )[2]
in the derived category of complexes of Λ[[G]]-modules. Hence,
LK∞/K,ΣV ,ΣW (T ∗Λ(1))⊛ = [id − f⊛⟳ (P ●)⊛]
= [id − F−1F ⟳ RΓ(V , jU !jK∗Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )]
= εK∞/K,ΣW ,ΣV (T )−1LK∞/K,ΣW ,ΣV (T )−1
in K1(Λ[[G]], S) 
4.4. Calculation of the cohomology. In this section, we will give a description
of the cohomology groups of the complex RΓ(V, jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )).
Lemma 4.17. We assume either ℓ ≠ p or V = C. We further assume that(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )Iv is finitely generated for each closed point of U . Then
(1) Hk(V, jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )) = 0 for k ∉ {1,2,3}.
(2)
H1(V, jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
TGalK∞ if U = V and H is finite,
0 else.
(3) If ℓ ≠ p, then
H2(V, jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )) = H1(WK∞ , jUK∞ !jK∞∗T ∨(1))∨.
(4)
H3(V, jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
T (−1)GalK∞ if ℓ ≠ p and V = C,
0 else.
Proof. In the view of Prop. 3.6 we may assume that Λ is a finite ring. We will first
consider the case that H is finite. Using Lem. 3.17 and the fact that the cohomology
of an e´tale sheaf of Λ-modules on the curve V
FK∞
over the algebraically closed field
F is concentrated in degrees 0 up to 2 if ℓ ≠ p and V = C and up to 1 if ℓ = p [Mil80,
Cor. VI.2.5] or V ≠ C [Mil80, Rem. V.2.4] we deduce Assertion (1) and the second
case of Assertion (4). Assertion (2) for H finite follows since
H0(VK∞ , jUK∞ !jK∞∗T ) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
TGalK∞ if U = V
0 else.
We now assume ℓ ≠ p. Assertion (3) is a consequence of Cor. 4.11. Moreover,
this corollary implies
H3(C, jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )) = H0(UK∞, jK∞∗T ∨(1))∨
= ((T ∨(1))GalK∞ )∨ = T (−1)GalK∞ .
This proves Assertion (4) in the case ℓ ≠ p.
Finally, we use Cor. 3.7 to deduce the assertions for general H . In the case
of Assertion (2) it remains to notice that, since T is finite, there exists a finite
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extension L/Kcyc inside K∞ with T = TGalL and such that Gal(K∞/L) is pro-
ℓ. Hence, the norm map NL′′/L′ ∶T → T is multiplication by a power of ℓ for
L ⊂f L
′ ⊂f L
′′ ⊂K∞. We conclude that
H1(V, jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )) = lim←Ð
Kcyc⊂fL⊂K∞
TGalL = 0
if H is infinite. 
As we will explain in Section 4.6, the following two corollaries may be viewed as
a vast generalisation of the main result of [GP12].
Corollary 4.18. For ℓ ≠ p, assume
(i) K∞/K has ramification prime to ℓ in all closed points of U ,
(ii) T has projective local cohomology over K∞ in all closed points of U ,
(iii) either U ≠ V or (T ∗Λ)GalK∞ = 0, and
(iv) either V ≠ C or T (−1)GalK∞ = 0.
Then:
(1) The Λ[[H]]-module H2(V, jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )) is finitely generated and
projective and
[H2(V, jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T ))] = [RΓ(V, jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T ))]
in K0(Λ[[G]], S).
(2)
[H2(V, jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T ))] =
[♯H2(W,jU !jK∗(Λop[[G]]♯ ⊗Λop T ∗Λ)(1))∗Λop[[H]]]
= −[H2(W,jU !jK∗(Λop[[G]]♯ ⊗Λop T ∗Λ)(1))]⊛
in K0(Λ[[G]], S).
Proof. Note that TGalK∞ ≅ HomΛop((T ∗Λ)GalK∞ ,Λop). By Lem. 4.17 and assump-
tions (iii) and (iv), H2(V, jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )) is the only non-vanishing coho-
mology group of RΓ(V, jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )).
Let ρ be a simple Λ[[G]]op-module. Then ρ is also simple as module over(Λ[[G]]/Jac(Λ[[G]]))op. By Schur’s lemma the endomorphism ring of ρ is di-
vision ring k. Since k is clearly finite, it is a field. Hence, we may consider ρ as
k-Λ[[G]]-bimodule, which is finitely generated and projective as k-module. If T
has projective local cohomology over K∞ in all closed points of U , then T (ρ♯) has
projective local cohomology over U and the natural map
ΨρRΓ(V, jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )) ∼Ð→ RΓ(V, jU !jK∗T (ρ♯))
is a weak equivalence by Lem. 3.15. Moreover, T ∗Λ(1) also has projective local
cohomology over K∞ in all closed points of U . If U ≠ V , then
H0(V, jU !jK∗T (ρ♯)) ≅ ker(H0(V, jU∗jK∗T (ρ♯)) ≅Ð→ H0(U, jK∗T (ρ♯))) = 0
by the Leray spectral sequence. If U = V and (T ∗Λ)GalK∞ = 0, then
H0(U, jK∗T (ρ♯)) ≅ T (ρ♯)GalK∞ ≅ (((T (ρ♯))∗k)GalK∞ )∗k = 0.
In particular, the flat dimension of the Λ[[G]]-module H2(V, jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯⊗ΛT ))
is less or equal to 1 in both cases.
By Thm. 4.4 the complex RΓ(V, jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯⊗ΛT )) is an object of the Wald-
hausen category PDGcont,wH(Λ[[G]]). In particular, we may find strictly perfect
complexes P ● and Q● of Λ[[G]]-modules and Λ[[H]]-modules, respectively, which
are weakly equivalent to RΓ(V, jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯⊗ΛT )). By the above observations,
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we conclude that we may choose P ● to be concentrated in degrees 1 and 2. Hence,
H2(V, jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )) is finitely generated and projective over Λ[[H]] by
[Wit17b, Lem. 3.4]. We then use Rem. 2.4 to complete the proof of (1).
The same reasoning applies to T ∗Λ(1). We now apply Cor. 4.12 to the GalK-
representation Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T over Λ[[G]] and use the identity (4.1) to deduce (2).

Corollary 4.19. For ℓ = p, assume
(i) K∞/K has ramification prime to p over U ,
(ii) T has ramification prime to p over U , and
(iii) either U ≠X or (T ∗Λ)GalK∞ = 0.
Then the Λ[[H]]-module H2(X, jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T )) is finitely generated and
projective and
[H2(X, jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T ))] = [RΓ(X, jU !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ T ))]
in K0(Λ[[G]], S).
Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Cor. 4.18.(1), using Theorem 4.5. 
4.5. The main conjecture for Selmer groups. In this section we will assume
that R is a local, commutative, and regular adic Zℓ-algebra with ℓ ≠ p. Furthermore,
we assume that ΣV = ∅, such that U =W and V = C. Let T be a finitely ramified
representation of GalK over R. For K ⊂ L ⊂ K we may define as in [Gre89, §5] a
Selmer group
SelΣW (L,T ∨(1)) ∶= ker⎛⎝H1(GalL, T ∨(1))→ ⊕v∈W 0
L
H1(Iv, T ∨(1))⎞⎠ ,
for T .
If K∞/K is an admissible ℓ-adic Lie extension we set
XK∞/K,ΣW (T ) ∶= SelΣW (K∞, T ∨(1))∨.
Lemma 4.20. For any extension L/K inside K,
SelΣW (L,T ∨(1)) = H1(WL, jL∗T ∨(1)).
In particular,
H2(C, jW !jK∗(R[[G]]♯ ⊗R T )) = XK∞/K,ΣW (T )
for any admissible ℓ-adic Lie extension K∞/K.
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that L = K. According to [Mil80,
Lem. III.1.16] we have for every integer k
Hk(GalK , T ∨(1)) = limÐ→
U
Hk(U, jK∗T ∨(1)).
Here, U runs through the open dense subschemes of W . For any such U , the Leray
spectral sequence shows
H1(W,jK∗T ∨(1)) = kerH1(U, jK∗T ∨(1))→ ⊕
v∈W−U
H0(v, i∗v R1 jK∗T ∨(1)).
Recall that for any discrete GalK-module M one has (i∗vjK∗M)ξv = MIv . By
considering an injective resolution of T ∨(1) we conclude
(i∗v R1 jK∗T ∨(1))ξv = H1(Iv, T ∨(1)).
The first equality in the lemma follows after passing to the direct limit over U . The
second equality follows from the first equality and Lem. 4.17. 
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We may thus deduce the following reformulation of the first part of the non-
commutative main conjecture in terms of the R[[G]]-module XK∞/K,ΣW (T ).
Corollary 4.21. Assume that G has no element of order ℓ. Let Σ0 ⊂ W denote
the set of points over which K∞/K has non-torsion ramification and assume that
T has projective stalks over K∞ in all closed points of W −Σ0. Then
(1) XK∞/K,ΣW (T ) is in NH(R[[G]]).
(2) In K0(R[[G]], S) we have
dLK∞/K,ΣW ∪Σ0,∅(T ) = − [XK∞/K,ΣW (T )]+ [T (−1)GalK∞ ]
+
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
[TGalK∞ ] if ΣW = ∅ and H is finite,
0 else.
Proof. Note that XK∞/K,ΣW (T ) = XK∞/K,ΣW∪Σ0(T )
by Lem. 3.13. The rest is a direct consequence of (2.3), Thm. 4.4, and Lem. 4.17. 
Remark 4.22. We recall from Example 3.11 that if R has global dimension less or
equal to 2, for example R = Zℓ or R = Zℓ[[t]], then T has automatically projective
stalks over K∞ in every closed point of C.
Quite often, the class [T (−1)GalK∞ ] is zero in K0(R[[G]], S). However, this is
not always the case. Since the forgetful functor from NH(R[[G]]) to the category
of finitely generated R[[H]]-modules induces a homomorphism K0(R[[G]], S) →
K0(R[[H]]), a necessary condition is that [T (−1)GalK∞ ] is zero in K0(R[[H]]). For
this condition, we can formulate the following useful criterion, which is essentially
due to Serre (see also [AW08, §1.3]). In particular, we see that this condition is not
satisfied by the group H = Zdℓ ⋊µℓ−1 with the group of ℓ− 1-th roots of units acting
by multiplication on Zdℓ if ℓ > 2.
Recall that a ℓ-adic Lie group H is called virtually solvable if its Lie algebra
L(H) is solvable.
Lemma 4.23. Let H be a compact ℓ-adic Lie group without any element of order
ℓ and R a commutative, local, regular adic Zℓ-algebra. The class [T ] of every
R[[H]]-module T which is finitely generated as R-module is zero in K0(R[[H]])
precisely if the centraliser of every element of finite order in H has infinitely many
elements. This condition is satisfied if H is a pro-ℓ-group or if H is not virtually
solvable.
Proof. By the Cohen Structure Theorem [Bou89, Ch. VIII, §5, Thm. 2], we have
R ≅ R0[[X1, . . . ,Xn]],
where R0 is either a finite field of characteristic ℓ or the valuation ring of a finite
field extension of Qℓ and X1, . . . ,Xn are indeterminates. We do induction on n.
Assume that n = 0 and that R0 is a finite field. By [Ser98, Cor. to Thm. C] the
Euler characteristic of every R0[[H]]-module T which is of finite dimension over
R0 is trivial precisely if the centraliser of every element of H has infinitely many
elements. For any element of infinite order this is clearly an empty condition. Now
the proof of [AW06, Thm. 8.2, (a) ⇒ (b)] shows that the vanishing of the Euler
characteristics is equivalent with the vanishing of the classes [T ].
If H is a pro-ℓ-group without any element of order ℓ, then there are no elements
of finite order at all. If H is not virtually solvable, then its Lie algebra L(H) is not
solvable. Since any element h ∈ H of finite order has order prime to ℓ, the image
of h in the automorphism group of L(H) must be semi-simple. By an old result of
Borel and Mostow [BM55, Thm. 4.5] (the author thanks S. Wadsley for pointing
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out this reference to him), h fixes a non-trivial subspace of L(H), which implies
that the centraliser of h in H must be infinite.
Now assume that R0 is the valuation ring of a finite field extension of Qℓ. Let
π ∈ R0 be a uniformiser and k the residue field of R0. By Quillen’s devissage
theorem [Qui73, Thm. 4], we may identify K0(k[[H]]) with the K-group of the
abelian category of finitely generated R0[[H]]-modules that are annihilated by a
power of π. Under this identification, classes of those R0[[H]]-modules which are
additionally finitely generated over R0 are mapped to the subgroup of K0(k[[H]])
generated by the classes of those k[[H]]-modules that are finitely generated over k.
By Quillen’s localisation theorem [Qui73, Thm. 5] we thus obtain an exact sequence
K0(k[[H]]) → K0(R0[[H]]) → K0(R0[[H]][ 1
π
]) → 0,
noting that all rings in this sequence are of finite global dimension. For any
R0[[H]]-module T which is finitely generated over R0, there exists an exact se-
quence of R0[[H]]-modules, finitely generated over R0,
0→ T ′ → T → T ′′ → 0,
where T ′ is annihilated by a power of π and π is a non-zero divisor on T ′′.
Assume that the centraliser of every element of finite order in H has infinitely
many elements. We already know that [T ′] = 0. Hence, we may assume that π is a
non-zero divisor on T . In particular,
k[[H]]⊗R0[[H]] T = k ⊗R0 T
agrees with the derived tensor product with k[[H]] over R0[[H]] and is finitely
generated over k. Hence, [k ⊗R0 T ] = 0 in K0(k[[H]]). Since π is in the Jacobson
radical of R0[[H]], the derived tensor product with k[[H]] induces an isomorphism
K0(R0[[H]]) → K0(k[[H]]).
Hence [T ] = 0 in K0(R0[[H]]).
Conversely, if H does not satisfy the above property, we may find a k[[H]]-
module T which is finitely generated over k and which has non-trivial class [T ] in
K0(k[[H]]). The image of H in the automorphism group of T is a finite group
∆. By [Ser77, Thm. 33], [T ] has a preimage in K0(R0[[H]]) consisting of a linear
combination of classes of finitely generated R0[∆]-modules which are free as R0-
modules. Hence, there exist R0[[H]]-modules which are finitely generated and free
over R0 and have non-trivial class in K0(R0[[H]]).
The same argumentation still works for R0 replaced by R, k replaced by R
′
∶=
R0[[X1, . . . ,Xn−1]] and π replaced by Xn. The lifting argument in the last step
becomes a bit easier. If T is a R′[[H]]-module which is finitely generated and free
over R′, then T ′ ∶= R⊗R′ T is a R[[H]]-module which is finitely generated and free
over R and satisfies R′ ⊗R T
′ ≅ T . This completes the induction step. 
However, the vanishing in K0(R[[H]]) is not sufficient. Here is an example.
Assume that G =< τ, γ >≅ Zℓ ⋊ Zℓ with γ
−1τγ = τ1+ℓ. Set H ∶=< τ > and consider
the constant Zℓ[[G]]-module Zℓ. Clearly, [Zℓ] = 0 in K0(Zℓ[[H]]) according to
Lem. 4.23. However, [Zℓ] ≠ 0 in K0(Zℓ[[G]], S). Indeed, the complex
Zℓ[[G]] v↦(v−vτ1+ℓ,v−v(∑ℓi=0 τ i)γ)ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ Zℓ[[G]]2 (v,w)↦v−vγ−w+wτ1+ℓÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ Zℓ[[G]]
is a projective resolution of Zℓ. Hence, the image of [Zℓ] in
K0(Zℓ[[Γ]], S) = Zℓ[[Γ]]×S/Zℓ[[Γ]]×
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under the natural projection map is given by the class of
1 − (ℓ + 1)γ
1 − γ
∈ Zℓ[[Γ]]×S ,
which is not in Zℓ[[Γ]]×.
A sufficient criterion for the vanishing of the class [T (−1)GalK∞ ] in the group
K0(R[[G]], S) is given in [FK06, Prop. 4.3.17]. Here is another one, inspired by
[Za´b10, Prop. 4.2].
Proposition 4.24. Let G =H ⋊Γ be an ℓ-adic Lie group without elements of order
ℓ. Assume that there exists a closed normal subgroup N ⊂ G such that
(1) G/N has no elements of order ℓ and the centraliser of every element in
G/N of finite order has infinitely many elements,
(2) the image of H in G/N is open.
Let further R be a commutative, local, regular adic Zℓ-algebra. Then the class of ev-
ery R[[G]]-module which is finitely generated as R-module is zero in K0(R[[G]], S).
Proof. By assumption (1) and Lem. 4.23 the constant R[[G/N]]-module R has
trivial class in K0(R[[G/N]]). Set G′ ∶= G/N × G/H . Every R[[G/N]]-module
may be considered as R[[G′]]-module by letting G/H act trivially. Thus, we see
that [R] = 0 in K0(NG/N(R[[G′]])), as well. By assumption (2) every finitely
generated R[[G′]]-module which is finitely generated as R[[G/N]]-module may be
considered via
G→ G′, g ↦ (gN, gH)
as a finitely generated R[[G]]-module which is also finitely generated as R[[H]]-
module. This induces an exact functor NG/N(R[[G′]]) →NH(R[[G]]) and hence,
a homomorphism between the corresponding K-groups. We conclude that [R] = 0
also in K0(NH(R[[G]])).
If T is a R[[G]]-module which is finitely generated and free as R-module andM is
any module in NH(R[[G]]), we let TorRi (T,M) denote the i-th left derived functor
of the tensor product T ⊗RM with the diagonal action of G. Since R is noetherian,
any finitely generated, projective R[[H]]-module is flat as R-module and the same
is true forR[[G]]. In particular, it does not matter if we compute TorRi (T,M) in the
category of finitely generated R[[G]]-modules or R[[H]]-modules or R-modules.
Hence, TorRi (T,M) is again in NH(R[[G]]) and it is finitely generated over R if
M is a finitely generated R-module. We thus obtain an endomorphism
K0(NH(R[[G]])) → K0(NH(R[[G]])), [M]↦ ∞∑
i=0
(−1)i[TorRi (T,M)],
which maps [R] to [T ]. In particular, [T ] = 0. 
Corollary 4.25. Let G =H ⋊ Γ be an ℓ-adic Lie group. Assume that
(1) H is not virtually solvable and has no elements of order ℓ,
(2) the Lie algebra L(G) of G decomposes as
L(G) = L(H)⊕ V
with L(H) the Lie algebra of H and some ideal V of L(G),
(3) ℓ − 1 > 2dimQℓ L(H).
Let further R be a commutative, local, regular adic Zℓ-algebra. Then the class of ev-
ery R[[G]]-module which is finitely generated as R-module is zero in K0(R[[G]], S).
Proof. By assumption (2) there exist a characteristic open subgroup H ′ ⊂H and a
closed subgroup Γ′ ≅ Zℓ of the centraliser ZG(H ′) of H ′ in G such that H ′ ∩Γ′ = 1
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and H ′Γ′ is open in G. We may also assume that H ′ is a uniformly powerful pro-
ℓ-group in the sense of [DdSMS99, Def. 4.1]. Set d ∶= dimQℓ L(H). By [DdSMS99,
Cor. 4.18] the automorphism group of H ′ is isomorphic to a closed subgroup of
GLd(Zℓ), which does not have elements of order ℓ by assumption (3). In particular,
this is also true for G/ZG(H ′), as this group acts faithfully on H ′ by conjugation.
Since Γ′ ⊂ ZG(H ′), the image of H ′ must be open in G/ZG(H ′). This image is just
the quotient of H ′ by its centre Z(H ′). Since H ′ is not virtually solvable, the same
must be true for H ′/Z(H ′) and therefore, also for G/ZG(H ′). We may thus apply
Prop. 4.24 with N = ZG(H ′). 
Remark 4.26. In fact, one can replace condition (1) in Prop. 4.24 by
(1)’ [R] = 0 in G0(R[[G/N]]).
where G0(R[[G/N]]) is the Grothendieck group of all finitely generated R[[G/N]]-
modules, dropping the assumption that G/N has no elements of order ℓ. Presum-
ably, (1)′ is satisfied for all G/N which are not virtually solvable. If this is true,
then one can drop assumption (3) in Cor. 4.25.
4.6. The main conjecture for Picard 1-motives. In this section, we will clarify
the relation of the main conjectures in Section 4.2 with the main conjecture for ℓ-
adic realisations of Picard 1-motives considered in [GP12].
We recall the notion of Picard 1-motives introduced by Deligne [Del74]. For this,
we need some more notation. Let GmX denote the e´tale sheaf defined by the group
of units of a scheme X . For any closed immersion iZ ∶Z →X we let GmX,Z denote
the kernel of the surjection
GmX → iZ∗GmZ .
From now on, we assume that X is a smooth and proper curve over a perfect
field k with function field K(X) and that Z is a finite closed subscheme. We let
jK(X)∗GmK(X) denote the e´tale sheaf of invertible rational functions on X and
PZ ∶= ker(jK(X)∗GmK(X) → iZ∗i∗Z(jK(X)∗GmK(X)/GmX,Z))
its subsheaf of rational functions which are congruent to 1 modulo the effective
divisor of X corresponding to Z in the sense of [Ser88, Ch. III, §1]. For any locally
closed subscheme Y of X we let DivY denote the e´tale sheaf on X of divisors with
support on Y and Div0Y denote the kernel of the degree map DivY → Z.
Consider the diagram
(4.4)
0

0

0

0 // GmX,Z //

GmX
//

iZ∗GmZ //

0
0 // PZ //

jK(X)∗GmK(X) //

iZ∗i
∗
Z(jK(X)∗GmK(X)/GmX,Z) //

0
0 // DivX−Z //

DivX //

DivZ //

0
0 0 0
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of e´tale sheaves on X . One checks easily by taking stalks that all the rows and
columns are exact. By Hilbert 90 in the form of [Mil80, Prop. III.4.9], we have
H1(X, iZ∗GmZ) ≅ H1(Z,GmZ) = Pic(Z) = 0.
Hence, the third column is exact even in the category of presheaves. Clearly, this
is also true for the third row. The weak approximation theorem for K(X) implies
the exactness of the second row in the category of presheaves. Hence,
H1(X,PZ) ⊂ H1(X, jK(X)∗GmK(X))
and the latter group is zero by Hilbert 90 and the Leray spectral sequence. In
particular, we have for any open dense subscheme Y of X :
H1(Y,GmX,Z) = DivX−Z(Y )/{div(f) ∣ f ∈ PZ(Y )} =∶ Pic(Y,Z ∩ Y ).
This group is usually called the Picard group of Y relative to the effective divisor
corresponding to Z ∩ Y . If Y = X and k is finite, then it is also known as the ray
class group for the modulus Z. We let Pic0(X,Z) ⊂ Pic(X,Z) denote the subgroup
of elements of degree 0. If k is algebraically closed, then it can be identified with
k-valued points of the generalised Jacobian variety of X with respect to Z [Ser88,
Ch. V, Thm. 1].
We will now assume that k = F. As before, we let p > 0 denote the characteristic
of F. Recall from [Mil80, Ex. III.1.9.(c)] that an e´tale sheaf F on X is flabby if
Hi(U,F ) = 0 for all i > 0 and all e´tale schemes U of finite type over X .
Lemma 4.27. Let X/F be a smooth and proper curve over F and Z ⊂X be a finite
closed subscheme. The complex of e´tale sheaves
PZ → DivX−Z
is a flabby resolution of GmX,Z on X.
Proof. Since Z is a scheme of finite type of dimension 0 over the separably closed
field F, the sheaves iZ∗GmZ and DivZ are flabby. Hence, jK(X)∗GmK(X)/PZ is also
flabby. As DivX−Z and DivX are direct sums of sheaves concentrated on closed
points, they are flabby, as well. The sheaf jK(X)∗GmK(X) is flabby by [Mil80,
Ex. III.2.22.(d)]. As the second row of the diagram (4.4) is exact in the category
of presheaves, PZ must also be flabby. 
Consider two reduced closed subschemes Z1 and Z2 ofX with empty intersection.
The Picard 1-motive for Z1 and Z2 is defined to be the complex of abelian groups
MZ1,Z2 ∶Div0Z1(X)→ Pic0(X,Z2)
concentrated in degrees 0 and 1 [GP12, Def. 2.3]. Its group of n-torsion points for
a number n > 0 is given by
MZ1,Z2,n ∶= H0(MZ1,Z2 ⊗LZ Z/(n))
and its ℓ-adic Tate module is given by
TℓMZ1,Z2 ∶= lim←Ð
k>0
MZ1,Z2,ℓk
[Del74, §10.1.5].
Lemma 4.28. We have for all numbers n > 0
MZ1,Z2,n = H0(RΓ(X −Z1,GmX,Z2)⊗LZ Z/(n))
where RΓ(X−Z1,GmX,Z2) denotes the total derived section functor and ⊗LZ denotes
the total derived tensor product in the derived category of abelian groups.
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Proof. Consider the complexes
A●∶DivZ1(X)→ Pic(X,Z2),
B●∶DivZ1(X)⊕ PZ2(X)→ DivX−Z2(X),
and
E● ∶=
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
Z[−1] if Z1 = ∅,
0 else,
F ● ∶=
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
F
×
if Z2 = ∅,
0 else.
We obtain two obvious distinguished triangles
MZ1,Z2 → A● → E●, F ● → B● → A●.
Moreover, the obvious map from B● to the complex
PZ2(X −Z1)→ DivX−Z2(X −Z1)
is a quasi-isomorphism. The latter complex may be identified with the complex
RΓ(X −Z1,GmX,Z2). For this, we note that
PZ2 → DivX−Z2
is a flabby resolution of GmX,Z2 by Lem. 4.27.
Since
H−1(E● ⊗LZ Z/(n)) = H0(E● ⊗LZ Z/(n)) = H0(F ● ⊗LZ Z/(n)) = H1(F ● ⊗LZ Z/(n)) = 0,
the proof is complete. 
Lemma 4.29. If p ∤ n, then
RΓ(X −Z1,GmX,Z2)⊗LZ Z/(n) ≅ RΓ(X −Z1, j(X−Z2)!µn)[1]
with µn the sheaf of n-th roots of unity on X −Z2. In particular,
MZ1,Z2,n ≅ H1(X −Z1, j(X−Z2)!µn) ≅ H1(X −Z2, j(X−Z1)!Z/(n))∨
Proof. The first statement follows from the Kummer sequences for GmX and GmZ2
and the exactness of the sequence
0→ j(X−Z2)!µn → µn → i
∗
Z2
µn → 0.
The second statement follows from Lem. 4.28 and Cor. 4.11. 
Lemma 4.30. For all numbers k > 0 the canonical morphism
RΓ(X −Z1,GmX,Z2)⊗LZ Z/(pk) → RΓ(X −Z1,GmX)⊗LZ Z/(pk) ≅ RΓ(X −Z1, ν1k)
is an isomorphism. Here, ν1k ∶= WkΩ
1
X,log is the logarithmic de Rham-Witt sheaf
on X. In particular,
MZ1,Z2,pk ≅ H0(X −Z1, ν1k) ≅ H1(X, j(X−Z1)!Z/(pk))∨.
Proof. Since we assume Z2 to be reduced, we have
RΓ(Z2,GmZ2)⊗LZ Z/(pk) ≅ 0.
This explains the first isomorphism in the first part of the statement. For the
second isomorphism we may use [Gei10, Prop. 2.2] together with the identifications
ZcX ≅ ZX(1)[2] ≅ GmX[1]
in the notation of loc. cit. . The duality statement
H0(X −Z1, ν1k) ≅ H1(X, j(X−Z1)!Z/(pk))∨
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can be deduced from [Gei10, Thm. 4.1]:
RΓ(X −Z1, ν1k) ≅ RΓ(X −Z1,ZcX)⊗LZ Z/(pk)[−1]
≅ RHomX−Z1(Z/(pk),ZcX)
≅ RHom(RΓ(X, j(X−Z1)!Z/(pk)),Z)
≅ RΓ(X, j(X−Z1)!Z/(pk))∨[−1].

As before, we consider an admissible extension K∞/K with Galois group G =
H⋊Γ and two open dense subschemes V andW of the proper smooth curve C over F
with function fieldK such that C = V ∪W . We will assume that H = Gal(K∞/Kcyc)
is finite. Set U ∶= V ∩W and Υ ∶= Gal(FK∞/K∞). Recall that Υ is of order prime
to ℓ. As Zℓ is of global dimension 1, Example 3.11 implies that the finitely ramified
representations Zℓ and Zℓ(1) (if ℓ ≠ p) of GalK over Zℓ have projective stalks over
K∞ in all closed points of C.
We recall from Def. 4.9 that for a Zℓ[[G]]-module M which is finitely generated
and free as Zℓ-module,
♯M∗Zℓ denotes the Zℓ-dual considered as left Zℓ[[G]]-module.
Proposition 4.31. Assume that H is finite.
(1) If ℓ ≠ p, then H2(W,jU !jK∗Zℓ[[G]]♯) is a finitely generated free Zℓ-module
and
(TℓMΣV
FK∞
,ΣW
FK∞
)Υ ≅ H2(V, jU !jK∗Zℓ[[G]]♯(1))
≅
♯
H2(W,jU !jK∗Zℓ[[G]]♯)∗Zℓ ;
(2) if ℓ = p, then H2(C, jU !jK∗Zℓ[[G]]♯) is a finitely generated free Zp-module
and
(TpMΣV
FK∞
,ΣW
FK∞
)Υ ≅ ♯H2(C, jV !jK∗Zp[[G]]♯)∗Zℓ .
Proof. We first assume that U ≠ W (and W = C if ℓ = p). Then the complex
RΓ(WK∞ , jUK∞ !jK∞∗Zℓ) is quasi-isomorphic to a strictly perfect complex of Zℓ-
modules P ● with P i = 0 for i ∉ {1,2}. In particular, H1(P ●) is a submodule of the
finitely generated and free Zℓ-module P
1 and therefore, finitely generated and free,
as well. If U = W we let j′∶W ′ → WK∞ be the inclusion of the complement of a
single closed point. We then see that
H1(WK∞ , jK∞∗Zℓ) = H1(WK∞ , j′!jK∞∗Zℓ)
is still a finitely generated and free Zℓ-module. By Lem. 3.17, this module is
isomorphic to H2(W,jU !jK∗Zℓ[[G]]♯). Then we apply Lem. 4.29 and Lem. 4.30. 
Remark 4.32. Note that the image of Υ in AutZℓ(TℓMΣV
FK∞
,ΣW
FK∞
) is finite.
Hence, we can always choose the admissible extension K∞/K large enough such
that
(TℓMΣV
FK∞
,ΣW
FK∞
)Υ = TℓMΣV
FK∞
,ΣW
FK∞
.
Recall that q denotes the number of elements in F and that γ is the image of
the geometric Frobenius in Γ. The following two corollaries are a non-commutative
generalisation of Greither’s and Popescu’s main conjecture for Picard-1-motives
[GP12, Cor. 4.13].
Corollary 4.33. Assume that ℓ ≠ p, that H is finite, that both ΣV and ΣW are
non-empty, and that K∞/K has ramification prime to ℓ over U . Then:
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(1) The Zℓ[[G]]-module (TℓMΣV
FK∞
,ΣW
FK∞
)Υ is finitely generated and projec-
tive over Zℓ[[H]]. In particular, it has a well-defined class in the Grothen-
dieck group K0(Zℓ[[G]], S).
(2) We have
dLK∞/K,ΣW ,ΣV (Zℓ(1)) = − [(TℓMΣV
FK∞
,ΣW
FK∞
)Υ]
in K0(Zℓ[[G]], S).
(3) Let Λ be a commutative adic Zℓ-algebra and ρ a Λ-Zℓ[[G]]-bimodule which
is finitely generated and projective as Λ-module. Then
Φρ(LK∞/K,ΣW ,ΣV (Zℓ(1))) = LΣW ,ΣV (ρ♯, q−1γ−1)
Proof. This follows from Thm. 4.4 with T = Zℓ(1) together with Cor. 4.18 and
Prop. 4.31. 
Corollary 4.34. Assume that H is finite and that ΣW is not empty. If ℓ ≠ p we
also assume that ΣV is not empty and that K∞/K has ramification prime to ℓ over
U . If ℓ = p we assume that K∞/K has ramification prime to p over V . Then:
(1) The Zℓ[[G]]-module ♯((TℓMΣW
FK∞
,ΣV
FK∞
)Υ)∗Zℓ is finitely generated and
projective over Zℓ[[H]]. In particular, it has a well-defined class in the
Grothendieck group K0(Zℓ[[G]], S).
(2) We have
dLK∞/K,ΣW ,ΣV (Zℓ) = − [♯((TℓMΣW
FK∞
,ΣV
FK∞
)Υ)∗Zℓ ]
in K0(Zℓ[[G]], S).
(3) Let Λ be a commutative adic Zℓ-algebra and ρ a Λ-Zℓ[[G]]-bimodule which
is finitely generated and projective as Λ-module. Then
Φρ(LK∞/K,ΣW ,ΣV (Zℓ)) = LΣW ,ΣV (ρ♯, γ−1).
Proof. This follows from Thm. 4.4 and Thm. 4.5 with T = Zℓ together with Cor. 4.19
and Prop. 4.31. 
4.7. The main conjecture for function fields. In this section, we will deduce
a non-commutative function field analogue of the most classical formulation of
the Iwasawa Main Conjecture. We retain the notation of the previous sections.
In particular, we fix an admissible ℓ-adic Lie extension K∞/K with Galois group
G = H ⋊ Γ. Different from Section 4.6, we do no longer assume the group H to be
finite, but we will assume that ΣV = ∅ and hence, V = C, W = U , and ΣW = C −W .
Further, we will write Σ0 for the closed subset of W where K∞/K has non-torsion
ramification.
Corollary 4.35. Assume that ℓ ≠ p and that G does not contain any element of
order ℓ. Let M be the maximal abelian ℓ-extension of K∞ which is unramified
outside ΣW . Then
(1) Gal(M/K∞) is in NH(Zℓ[[G]]) and
dLK∞/K,ΣW ∪Σ0,∅(Zℓ(1)) = − [Gal(M/K∞)] + [Zℓ]
+
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
[Zℓ(1)] if ΣW = ∅, H is finite, and µℓ ⊂K∞
0 else.
in K0(Zℓ[[G]], S)
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(2) Let Λ be a commutative adic Zℓ-algebra and ρ be a Λ-Zℓ[[G]]-bimodule
which is finitely generated and projective as Λ-module. Then
Φρ(LK∞/K,ΣW ∪Σ0,∅(Zℓ(1))) = LΣW ∪Σ0,∅(ρ, q−1γ−1).
Proof. From Lem. 4.17 and from the equality
H1(WK∞ ,Qℓ/Zℓ) = Gal(M/K∞)∨.
we deduce
H2(C, jW !jK∗Zℓ[[G]]♯(1)) = XK∞/K,ΣW (Zℓ(1)) = Gal(M/K∞).
We then apply Thm. 4.4 and Cor. 4.21. Finally, we remark that Zℓ(1)GalK∞ = 0
if K∞ does not contain any ℓ-th root of unity. If K∞ does contain an ℓ-th root
of unity, then it contains also all ℓn-th roots of unity for any n, and therefore,
Zℓ(1)GalK∞ = Zℓ(1) in this case. 
If G does contain elements of order ℓ, then Thm. 4.4 applied to Zℓ(1) is still a
sensible main conjecture if we assume that K∞/K has ramification prime to ℓ over
W ; however, we can no longer replace the class of the complex
[RΓ(C, jW !jK∗(Λ[[G]]♯ ⊗Λ Zℓ(1)))] = −dLK∞/K,ΣW ,∅(Zℓ(1))
by the classes of its cohomology modules. One may also apply Thm. 4.4 and
Thm. 4.5 to Zℓ resulting in a main conjecture for every ℓ. Main conjectures of this
type have already been discussed in [Bur11].
4.8. The main conjecture for abelian varieties. In this section we let A be an
abelian variety over SpecK. We continue to assume ℓ ≠ p and that ΣV = ∅. Our
aim is to deduce a precise function field analogue of the GL2 main conjecture in
[CFK+05].
Let O be the valuation ring of a finite extension of Qℓ and ρ a finitely ramified
representation of GalK over O. The ΣW -truncated L-function of A twisted by ρ is
given by
LΣW (A,ρ, t) ∶= ∏
v∈W 0
det(1 − (Fvt)deg(v)∶ (H1(A ×SpecK SpecK,Qℓ)⊗Zℓ ρ)Iv)−1.
If ρ is an Artin representation of GalK , then LΣW (A,ρ, q−s) is the Hasse-Weil L-
function of A twisted by ρ.
We will write Aˇ for the dual abelian variety,
A(K)n ∶= kerA(K) nÐ→ A(K)
for the group of n-torsion points and
TℓA ∶= lim←Ð
k
A(K)ℓk
for the ℓ-adic Tate module of A. It is well known that TℓA is a finitely ramified
representation of GalK over Zℓ. Moreover, the argument of [Sch82, §1] shows that
for any closed point v ∈ C
(jK∗(Tℓ Aˇ(−1)⊗Zℓ ρ))v ⊗Zℓ Qℓ ≅ (H1(A ×SpecK SpecK,Qℓ)⊗Zℓ ρ)Iv
such that
LΣW (A,ρ, q−1t) = LΣW ,∅(Tℓ Aˇ⊗Zℓ ρ, t).
As an immediate consequence of Thm. 4.4 we obtain:
Corollary 4.36. Let K∞/K be an admissible extension with ℓ ≠ p. Assume that
K∞/K has ramification prime to ℓ over W . Then:
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(1) We have
dLK∞/K,ΣW ,∅(Tℓ Aˇ) = −[RΓ(C, jW !jK∗(Zℓ[[G]]♯ ⊗Zℓ Tℓ Aˇ))]
in K0(Zℓ[[G]], S).
(2) Let O be the ring of integers of a finite extension field of Qℓ and ρ a O-
Zℓ[[G]]-bimodule which is finitely generated and projective as O-module.
Then
Φρ(LK∞/K,ΣW ,∅(Tℓ Aˇ)) = LΣW (A,ρ♯, q−1γ−1).
For any extension L/K inside K we let
SelΣW (L,A) ∶= limÐ→
k
kerH1(GalL,A(K)ℓk)→ ⊕
v∈W 0
L
H1(Dv,A(K))
be the ΣW -truncated Selmer group of A over L. Here, Dv denotes a choice of a
decomposition subgroup of v inside GalL as at the beginning of Section 3.
Lemma 4.37. For every admissible ℓ-adic Lie extension K∞/K with ℓ ≠ p we have
SelΣW (K∞,A) ≅ SelΣW (K∞,Tℓ(Aˇ)∨(1))
Proof. Let L be an extension of K and let Lv be the completion of L at v ∈ WL.
According to Greenberg’s approximation theorem we have
H1(Dv,A(K)) = H1(GalLv ,A(Lv))
[Mil06, Rem. I.3.10] for all finite extensions L/K. Since the points of the formal
group of A form an open pro-p-subgroup of A(Lv) we conclude from the Kummer
sequence that
SelΣW (L,A) = limÐ→
k
kerH1(GalL,A(K)ℓk)→ ⊕
v∈W 0
L
H1(Dv,A(K)ℓk)
for all extensions L/K inside K. If Fcyc ⊂ L, then Dv/Iv is a profinite group of
order prime to ℓ and the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence shows that
H1(Dv,A(K)ℓk)→ H1(Iv,A(K)ℓk)
is an injection. Furthermore,
Tℓ(Aˇ)∨(1) = limÐ→
k
A(K)ℓk
[Sch82, §1] such that indeed SelΣW (K∞,A) ≅ SelΣW (K∞,Tℓ(Aˇ)∨(1)). 
In particular, we deduce the following function field analogue of the GL2 main
conjecture of [CFK+05] as a special case of Cor. 4.21.
Corollary 4.38. Let ℓ ≠ p, K∞/K be an admissible ℓ-adic Lie extension with
Galois group G, and A an abelian variety over SpecK. We assume that G does not
contain any element of order ℓ and write Σ0 for the set of points in W in which
K∞/K has non-torsion ramification. Then SelΣW (K∞,A)∨ is in NH(Zℓ[[G]]) and
dLK∞/K,ΣW ∪Σ0,∅(Tℓ(Aˇ)) = −[SelΣW (K∞,A)∨] + [Tℓ(Aˇ)(−1)GalK∞ ]
+
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
[Tℓ(Aˇ)GalK∞ ] if ΣW = ∅ and H is finite,
0 else.
in K0(Zℓ[[G]], S).
The terms [Tℓ(Aˇ)(−1)GalK∞ ] and [Tℓ(Aˇ)GalK∞ ] disappear in the following sit-
uation. Recall that by an old result of Grothendieck [Oor73, Thm. 1.1], an abelian
variety over K is of CM -type over a K if and only if it is isogenous to an abelian
variety over a finite field. Moreover, this is the case if the image of GalKcyc in the
automorphism group of Tℓ(A) is finite [Oor73, Last step].
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Proposition 4.39. Let A be an abelian variety over SpecK of dimension g ≥ 1
which is not of CM -type over K. Let K∞ be the extension of K obtained by
adjoining the coordinates of all ℓn-torsion points of A. If ℓ > 8g2 − 1, then K∞/K
is an admissible ℓ-adic Lie extension, Gal(K∞/K) does not contain any element of
order ℓ and
dLK∞/K,ΣW ,∅(Tℓ(Aˇ)) = −[SelΣW (K∞,A)∨].
in K0(Zℓ[[Gal(K∞/K)]], S).
Proof. It is well known that Gal(K∞/K) is the image of GalK in AutZℓ(Tℓ(Aˇ)),
that Tℓ(Aˇ) is a free Zℓ-module of rank 2g, and that GalK acts on the determinant
of Tℓ(Aˇ) via the cyclotomic character εcyc. This shows that K∞/K is an admissible
ℓ-adic Lie extension. Since ℓ−1 > 2g, the group AutZℓ(Tℓ(Aˇ)) does not contain any
element of order ℓ. By a result of Zarhin [Zar77, §4], [Zar14, §6], the Lie algebra
L(G) of G is the direct product
L(G) = g0 × c
of a semi-simple Lie algebra g0 of dimension less or equal to 4g2 − 1 over Qℓ and a
commutative Lie algebra c of dimension 1. Since any finite extension of K has only
one Zℓ-extension, g
0 necessarily coincides with L(H). Since A is not of CM -type
over K, H is not finite and hence, L(H) is non-trivial. In particular,
[Tℓ(Aˇ(−1))] = 0
in K0(Zℓ[[Gal(K∞/K)]], S) by Cor. 4.25. 
Remark 4.40. With K∞ as in Prop. 4.39, assume that ℓ > 2g − 1, such that G has
no elements of order ℓ.
(1) By the above result of Zarhin, one can always find a finite extension K ′/K
inside K∞/K such that
Gal(K∞/K ′) = Gal(K∞/K ′cyc) ×Gal(K ′cyc/K ′).
Hence,
[Tℓ(Aˇ(−1))] = 0
in K0(Zℓ[[Gal(K∞/K ′)]], S) by Prop. 4.24 applied to N = Gal(K ′cyc/K ′).
(2) One may also try to apply the criterion of [FK06, Prop. 4.3.17] to the
module Tℓ(Aˇ(−1)). However, one of the requirements is that G has infinite
intersection with the subgroup
Z×ℓ id ⊂ AutZℓ(Tℓ(Aˇ)).
Different from the number field case, this condition is not always satisfied
for abelian varieties overK. Zarhin constructs in [Zar07] for every odd g > 1
examples of abelian varieties of dimension g which are not of CM -type and
such that G has finite intersection with Z×ℓ id independent of the choice of
ℓ.
(3) If g = 1, then one can always take K ′ = K. Indeed, Gal(K∞/K) must be
open in AutZℓ(Tℓ(Aˇ)) = GL2(Zℓ) and the intersection of Gal(K∞/Kcyc)
with SL2(Zℓ) is open in SL2(Zℓ). Otherwise, Gal(K∞/K) would contain
a commutative open subgroup by the above result of Zarhin, which is not
possible since A is not of CM -type over K (This was also observed in the
thesis [Sec06], using a different argument). By the assumption on ℓ we may
write
GL2(Zℓ) =H ′ × Zℓ
with H ′ not virtually solvable. So we may apply Prop. 4.24.
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